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TUFTS UNIVERSITY 
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy 

Administered with the cooperation of Harvard University 

Ve.a!t Colle.a.gu.e.: 

A-0 peJt P1to6. Ra. 'a.nan' .6 1te.qu.u.t, p.le.a..6e. .6u.b.6t;,i;,tu;te. 
.the. afta.c.he.d mocU.Qic.a.ti.on.6 601t the. incllc.a.te.d .6e.c.tion.6 
in the. .6u.mmaJty 06 .the. Middle. EM.t c.on.6u.Ua.ti.on. 
p1te.viou..6.ly ·.6e.nt .to you.. 

Dr. George E. Gruen 
Institute of Human Relations 
165 56th Street 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear George: 

January 4, 1983 

Following our two lengthy telephone conversations, yesterday and 
today, I am summarizing their cont~nt.s: 

(1) We were able to elucidate the factors responsible for 
the misunderstanding concerning distribution of a "Silmmary" (under your 
covering letter of December 20), which reached me yesterday; 

(2) We agreed that, under the circumstances, the appropriate 
action is for you to send all the recipients of that "Summary" of Dis
cussion of November 11, a corrected copy of the gist of my remarks, to 
ensure that my views are reflected as precisely as possible, together 
with a copy of this covering. letter; 

(3) I am, therefore, enclosing corrected copy to replace 
pp. 18, 19, 20 (top 2 lines), 30, and 31 (top 8 lines) of your "Summary." 

I believe that a sensible and fair conclusion was reached; I 
appreciate your understanding and helpful concern. 

UR/hn 
enclosures 

Ml'dford, Massachusetts 02155 
617 628-7mo 
Cable.: FLETCHER 

Cordially yours, 
.·- ..... 

I ,. 
\ ' ; ·i 
\ t " •• .. _., \ -

' 

't-<) : ~ . ·- .. •, 
Uri Ra'anan 
Professor of International Politics 
Chairman, International Secur~ty 

Studies Program 

. '•. 
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Prof. Uri Ra'anan stressed that it was misleading to speak of "The -Reagan Plan," when, 

actually, at least 4 official. documents existed, wit_h _mutually incompatible statements on 

core issues, all issued within a two-week span (the "Talking Points" sent to the parties, 

the President's speech, and two policy statements by Secretary Shultz). The New York Times 

and the Israeli Labor Party, for instance, reacted somewhat favorably to "The Reagan Plan," at 

a time when only the text of Mr . Reagan's address was in the public domain, and the two were 

assumed to be identical. 

Thus, the President stressed that territorial concessions should be proportionate to the 

extent of "true peace" (Fez offering only non-belligerency), of "normalization" (considering 

the very meager extent of Egypt's "normalization" since t ·he return of Sinai), and of "security 

arrangements" .(i.e. "on the ground" rather than paper "guarantees"). With such reciprocity in 

mind, territorial changes beyond the former "Green Line" evidently were expected to. exceed the 

"insubstantial changes" envisaged in the "Rogers Plan;" indeed, the Times Editorial assumed as 

much. The "Talking Points" and the first Shultz statement, however, omitted "normalization" 

as one criterion for the extent of withdrawal, and his second statement omitted "security 

arrangemf?nts" as well (refer.ring vaguely to "quality of peace" only). 

On Jerusalem, Mr. Reagan emphasized that it "must remain undivided," albeit "its final status· 

should be decided by negotiations;" the "Talking Points" omitted the reference to "undivided" 

Jerusalem, adding, instead, a demand for the participation of East Jerusalem Arabs in elections 

to the Arab Autonomy Authority, to which Secretary Shultz added an emphatic "we do not recognize 

unilateral acts with respect to final status issues"--an apparent rebuttal of the President's 

verb "remain . " 

Mr. Reagan equitably used the same phrase--we "will not support"--both concerning "the 

establishment of an independent Palestinian state" and "annexation or permanent control by Israel" 

as far as administered territory is concerned. The "Talking Points," however, used an unquali

fied "we will not support" only for the latter contingency, while, for":'the former, they added 

the ·important rider "in those negotiations" (for a final settlement), qualifying this still 

further by stressing that (with regard to "the formation of a Palestinian state") "the outcome • •• 

must be determined by those negotiatio11s." 

On settlements, the President opposed only "the use of any additional land" for this purpose~ 

but did not demand a "settlement freeze," arguing merely .... th.?t·::it "could create the confidence 

needed for wider. participation" in autonomy negotiations. The "Talking Points," however ,did 

call' specifically for a "real settlement freeze," without any qualification, adding that "we 

will not support their continuation as extraterritorial outposts" (a compromise proposal made 

originally to President Sadat in an effort to sidestep the thorny sovereignty issue regarding 

the Xamit villages). Mr. Shultz, like the "Talking Points," ruled out such a possible compro

mise. 

On this issue, incidentally, it was misleading to lump together under a single heading the 
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settlements concerning which a large degree of national concensus prevails in Israel -- i.e. 

those in the Lower Jordan Valley, Gush Etzion, Merchav Yerushalayim, and the southern tip of the 

Gaza area (as well as the Golan) -- and others. 

With regard to explanations concerning four mutually incompatible policy statements in a 

two-week period, manipulative tendencies, at any rate, did. not appear to be the answer, since 

Secretary Shultz's statement to the UJA, for instance, was far less likely to suit the tastes 

of the audience than Mr . Reagan's speech. A number of bureaucrats had claimed authorship of 

the "Plan." Perhaps, for once, they were all right, which might go some way toward explaining 

the resulting confusion . At any rate, under the circumstances it might be premature to describe 

the product as "Policy." Israeli newspapers were consoling themselves with the hope that this 

factor might leave room for greater flexibility; however, realistically, this was far more 

likely to mean room for pressure in the direction of a blueprint A-la-Fez, than a genuine peace 

meeting even the minimalistic expectations of Israeli "doves." 
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Prof. Ra'anan expressed concern over our ingrained lack of patience and our obsession with 

finding "quick fix" (or technical) "solutions" for very serious political and security problems. 

A poignant example was the unthinking repetition of terms like "demilitarization" and "peace

keeping forces" to deal with heavily populated territories, despite the bitter· lessons of very 

recent history (UNIFIL!), and despite the revolutionary transformations wrought by state-of-the

art we~pons tech~ology. The time was past when one could patrol the entrances to population 

concentrations to ensure effective "demilitarization," i.e. keep out artillery, armor, and 

planes. The Precision-Guided Munitions included minituarized, light, individually-operated 

weapons of lethal accuracy and quite considerable range that conventional supervision of the 

approaches could keep out only of unpopulated desert regions (where, by definition, anything that 

moved was hostile). In heavily-populated areas, such weapons could and would be smuggled in 

without serious problems; it was doubtful whether any modality could prove successful under 

such conditions, other than, perhaps, an on- the- spot, ongoing, military and intelligence 

"presence." However, if only for economic reasons, such tasks could not be placed exclusively 

upon the shoulders of a small standing army. Obviously, this posed a dilemma between political 

and security considerations, but that was no reason for pretending the prob~em did not exist. 

Non-feasible "quick fixes" of a "technical" nature would only aggravate the situation "on the 

ground" and this would exacerbate further American-Israeli relations (certainly over the longer · 

run, even if acceptance of a "non-solution" brought momentary alleviation). 

On another point., he was appaled by the fact that a Peace Treaty with Lebanon was being 

brushed off as an unreasonable demand (and so light-heartedly at that). Have "Doves" not been 

insisting that"peace for territory" is the magical formula? Yet., this is the one place "whete 

there are no territorial claims and where complete withdrawal for complete peace is offered. 

Those opposing a Peace Treaty as "excessive," therefore, should at least admit to themselves 

that they are offering proof, in effect, for the view .of Tehiya that "peace for territory" is 

a very selective formulation, if not a snare and a delusion . 

In response to a question by Maynard Wishner whether Premier Begin's policy on settlements 

foreclosed future flexibility, Prof. Ra'anan expressed surprise that the sacrifice of the Yamit 

area had been forgotten so quickly (an area considered vital alike by Labor and Likud cabinets). 

Yaniv added that, according to lunerican estimates the total number of Israeli settlers in the 

territories was only 25,000. Prof. Ra'anan pointed out that a high percentage of these lived 

in the regions that the Labor platform, too, would retain under a compromise (the Lower Jordan 

Valley, Gush Etzion -- Jewish-owned land prior to 1948 , the Jerusalem Environment, Golan, and 

the southern tip of Gaza). Mr. Wishner wondered, however, whether the figure of 100.000 settlers 

by the end of the decade, projected by Meron Benvenisti, would constitute a "critical mass." 

..... 
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President Ronald Reagan 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear President Reagan, 

Ii.I , WI I l>' '- ,- Ii.I '-".I 
Clarence H. Wagner, Jr. , Director 

Editor of "Dispatch from Jerusalem" 

November 12, 1981 

I am writing to you as an American and a Christian who has lived and worked 
in Israel and the West Bank for the pa$t five years. I am concerned by the 
implications by Arab leaders that the Palestinian Arab people are being 
maltreated by Israel with the cooperation of the United States, and that 
'nothing' is being done to aid the 'plight of the Palestinian people' which, 
according to the Arabs, is the crux of the instability of the region. 

It should be noted that the Palestinian Arabs have received fair treatment, as 
well as medical, educational, social, economic, agricultural, and technological 
services and advancement under the authority of Israel. The surrounding Arab 
nations, who encouraged the Palestinian Arabs to leave in 1948, have corralled 
them in refugee camps in their countries, despite Arab oil wealth that could be 
used for aid and resettlement. I strongly object to the fact that the Arab 
leaders hove used the Palestinian Arabs as a tool against peace with Israel and 
a wedge between Israel and the rest of the world. The 'plight of the 
Palestinian people' has been created by the Arab· nations at the expense of the 
Palestinian people, Israel, and_ Middle East peace._ 

King Hussein of Jordan, recently in the U.S., asked you to attend to the 'rights' 
of the Palestinian people (as though nothing is being done), and assist in the 
efforts to implement the Saudi Arabian 8-point Peace Plan which calls for the 
establishment of a Palestinian State in the West Bank and Goza under the 
leadership of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). 

Inherent in this request is the 'appearance' that the Arab leaders really wont to 
help their Palestinian 'brothers', while the U.S. and Israel are blocking the path 
of peace, should you reject the plan. Is a Palestinian State in the West Bank 
and Gaza under the leadership of the PLO a viable alternative to peace? 

If King Hussein really believes in the establishment of an independent 
Palestinian Arab State in the West Bank, why did his country annex this area as 
part of Jordan after their 1948 invasion of Israel? That area was partitioned 
by the U.N. to be Arab Palestine which was agreed upon by Israel, but not by 
Jordan or the other Arab nations. Certainly, a West Bank/Gaza state was on 
option available between 1948-1967, yet NO Arab state assisted ••• Why? 

u_ S. OFFICE : P. o_ SOX 33145, TULSA. OK, 74135, TEL: 918 - 747-3912 
ISRAEL: BOX 7304. JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 
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If King Hussein believes the PLO is a respectable organization worthy of a 
leadership position, why did he drive them out of Jordan in 1970, killing over 
5,000 Palestinian Arabs in the expulsion? 

If this is a 'peaceful solution', why does the PLO and the Palestine National 
Council state in their Ten Point Program of June 8, 1974 that it would accept 
o West Bonk/Gazo state only as on interim 'fighting authority' that still would 
not permit 'recognition, conciliation, or secure borders' witli Israel? 

If the PLO is a viable choice, as the leaders of this peace plan state, then why 
did a PLO leader, Farouk Kadoumi, state os tote os July 30, 1981 in the West 
Germon magazine Stern, that, "We shall never allow Israel to live in peace. 
We shall never allow 1t total security. I shall make it perfectly clear to you, 
we shall never recognize Israel." 

It is evident that an independent Palestinian State in the West Bonk and Gazo 
is NOT a peaceful solution ond NOT a workable alternative. It is also a fact 
that Arab leaders, outside of Egypt, have been the speakers of a great deal of 
rhetoric with no tangible or concrete action on behalf of peace with Israel or 
assistance to their Palestinian 'brothers'. When. they were invited to join the 
Comp David talks and demonstrate concrete and peaceful participation, they 
rejected any possibility of involvement and set out to sabotage Camp David, 
beginning with a boycott of Egypt and the call for a 'jihad' (holy war) with 
Israel. And, they continue to finance and support the action of the PLO. 

While the Arabs have literally stood in the way of peace and initiated four 
wars with Israel, Israel has been seeking peace in earnest since her first day of 
independence. It is evidenced by her Declaration of Independence in which the 
people· of Israel extend the hand of friendship to her neighbors. The United 
States hos always supported Israel in this quest for a just ond lasting peace in 
the Middle East. Now, more then ever, is the time for the U.S. to join hands 
with her partners in Camp David who are working towards peace and not chose 
after plans presented by Saudi Arabia and Jordan who merely talk about peace. 
Instead of dragging Israel and Egypt towards a Saudi Arabian 'peace' pion that 
is unworkable, it is time for the U.S. to coerce Saudi Arabia and Jordan into 
Comp David that is working. 

I have lived in the Middle East for five years and con attest to the fact that 
the autonomy pion os proposed in the Comp David Agreements is the best and 
most viable al ternotive given todays circumstances. In the framework of 
Comp David, the autonomy folks must resume with the full fanfare of support 
and involvement by the United States to assure an orderly and peaceful 
environment for the Palestinian Arabs ond security for Israel. Jordan must be 
included end together, with Israel and Egypt, they must help develop the 
autonomous region with the cooperation and wisdom that will insure security 
and prosperity for all . 
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The Arab countries say they cannot join Camp David because it does not speak 
to the 'rights' of the Palestinians and that the Palestinian Arabs are not being 
represented or involved in the autonomy negotiations. Then they present the 
PLO as the 'sole representatives of the Palestinian people,' which is a 
misrepresentation of the true facts. The people of the West Bank and Goza 
ore Palestinian Arabs (who in fact fear the PLO), and are to be represented as 
part of the autonomy implementation, transition, and settlement. The only 
ones being excluded are the terrorists, the PLO. 

It is time for the United States to show her guidance and strength towards 
peace. I implore you to establish a strong Middle East policy which secures 
Israel and reaffirms U.S. leadership in Camp David. Utilize our influence to 
bring Jordon and Saudi Arabia into the Comp David framework. Establish the 
direction towards an autonomy plan that secures Israel while providing the 
Palestinian Arabs with economic and political security. The Saudi Peace Pion, 
which advocates a three-month transition into a Palestinian State under the 
leadership of the PLO, will only insure disastrous results for the peoples of the 
West Bank and Gaza and set the stage for the ultimate purpose of the PLO: 
The destruction of Israel. 

CHW:omh 
cc: file 

Sincerely, 

Clarence H. Wagner, Jr. 
Executive Director 
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ZIONIST ORGAN IZATION OF" AMERICA 
.JACOB ANO L IBBY GOOD MAN ZOA HOUSE• 4 EAST 34"' STREET • NEW YORK. N . Y. 10016 • ( 212) 481-1500 

OFFICE OF THE PR ESIDENT 

December .23, 1981 

Dear ZOA Leader: 
. . . 

;;::,:::·;""'·~~:~- ... ; .- •,. : .. =-- ... , - · ~:-· ·~· - i w~·iA<f'ffl<e to - -~tiare:·wfi'h'.Y~o-~ :.Yetter .. 1 recenti.Y--~ ~· 
sent t9 President ·Ronald Reagan as I feel it is. -incumbent 
upon me to keep our leaders properly informed. · · · 

While the contents.-.cif this. letter are not reconmended 
for publication cr.-pub11c d1str1but1on, the information 
i s necessary' in order for you to be cognizant of specific 
areas of concern to our organization, as .well as the 
Jewi sh community. · 

May I 'take this ·oppor-turiity .to ·extend. to you IT\Y. 
personal best wishes, and at th1s Chanukah sea~on let us 
hope that ;the New Year will bring blessings of peace to 
all of .us~ : · : 

:. ·: ."'-:. ... : ·"'·.:;-::·: -..... 7--~ . .'.::;·~. •;.. ... - •. - ..... ; .• •-:-; 

'IJN/meb 
enclosure 

Cordially yours, 

~ f. )J~j(_ · 
Ivan J. NaZick 

President 
.. ·· -. 
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:Zionist Organization of :ll.merica 
JACOB and LIBBY GOODMAN ZOA HOUSE e 4 EAST_34th_STREET ·• NEW YORK; N.Y. 1001S ·• · (212) 481-1500 

Office of the Preside~t 

The President 
·The White House 
Washington, . D.C . . ~0500 ·. 

near Mr. President: :·.· 

. December 14, 1981 

Pennit me to express m.Y: appreclatiqn for being .invited to participate in the highly 
significant meetilig with yeu, Vice .President Bush, senior · members of Yout: Administra
tion, and selected leaders of~ Jewish - ~cmmmity. · I am pcisitiVe that the timeli
ness of~ meetirig will .result in better understanding.~"M>Preciation of our 
respec.tive views . . I . canpl.iment Mrs. ·Elii~th pole for her initiative · and ~oresight · · 
in convening the initial ~ting· prece<µng _ this dialogue, in· which. I Wt!l5 pleased to . 
have been included·. May I · also thank Mr; Jack Stein 'for his' input. and CQOPei;ation. 

. ' . 
Mr. President , v.hen vour Admi.Iiistration too~ office, the mpod of the American people 
reflected cptlmi~ an4, a .. serise of expec~cy . . · This iricluded a sigrtificarit tllmlber of 
.American J~ who are not rtcminaJ. ~ents of the Republican. Paro/. ., 'lhQs~ - who are . . 
staunch suppOrters and consider themselves soecihl. ·.friends of ·yoors, mist aCknowledge 
a sen5e of , regret in the turn of recent. ~ts. . · ·· · 

' , " , . ' .. ' . \ . . 

When the organized Americim "J~h .eotmilni.cy, . through~ Conference of Presidents of 
Major American Jew'"ish ,Otganizati.Qns, assUned a policy posit.ion· that ~ sale to Saudi 
Arabia was not in .AIDerica' s best interest, it was a positi.On that· was ~ fran an 
in~~t point of view. It ~d be inaccurate . to eonclµde that the American 
Jewish. commmi.ty was reacting to outside in..~tiences. 

' .'I, 
: . 

During our meeting~,· ~ and other ~ffichls spoke ·~y. ·a~t your. concern that 
manife5tations of anti-Semitism surfaced .d4ring the Saudi de~te. ·. ·certainly the . 
Administra:tioh ~ot· be held-resp9nsible ·for anti-SSnitic attitudes that ~y, 

·. · unfortunately prevail, within .the general ccmnimify . . HoWevet", it wa5 insensitive· of 
those involved not to have understood the potential reaction if certain political 
tactics were ~S'ued. ·' · · ..... 

The reassurances that we have received are canforting ,· but neverthele5s it ~s 
important for us to determine precisely what took place, as well as the rotivation 
and the cons·eqUences of these actions·. At O!-IC' meetiz:ig; Mr.· M.eeSe poi.rited. out that 
the Attorney Ge:ieral's interest in stemDing anti-Semitism was .. a high priority. I · 
trust · that his findings will be., made_ ~ to all of us_ who share deep conceni oVer . 
thiS seribus· trend. in the general cmmmify'. Your pranis~ to publicly address this 
subject is .appreciated ~we look forward to this at an early date. . · 

Mr. · President, as one who prefers to examlDe ·ey-ents fran a positive point of view, 
I am perplexed by . the actions · of your predec~s6rs, duriilg t~e JllilACB CalllpaigrL . At a 
~t of great tension and sensitivity~ ' they va"e invited by the _Administration to . 
adV'ocate the sale td . Saudi .Arabia. While yoti cannot be respons.ible for their vm-ds, . . . \ . 

. . . /2 . 
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The President 
necenber 14, r9a1 
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I respec~ly suggest that You were free tC? react to ~.·· Therefore , wh6:i .American 
citizens were singled out becaU:Se the _ s~le of PMACS t o Saudi Arabia was in difficulty, 
your public rejection of this tactic would have been welcane . not only in defense of 
Jews, but in support of our dem:>cratic process . · 

With deep disappointltjent I Witnessed American officials, . past and present , casting 
spadows of doubt on the integrity of American 'Jews, ~e paying hanage to Saudi 
~abia and sending signals of approval to the terrorist PU). I-am sure that you 
. agree tha~ no ~ican. offic~ should inhibit the right of .American ·citizens to 
express. their ·views' on any issue that .cc:ncerns our nation. ·For aqy group to abdicate 
this. responsibility, not only 9amages t¥· Mninistrat;i..on ·in.office, but je0pardizes 
the basic preceptS ·and ·derrDCratic ·traditions 'of a ·pluralistic society on mich our 
great nation was f~.. . · · · 

rn the ~~· of . this «iis~~iotj." ~ i ref~ to the ·~g~ ·~ regar~ a . 
''Jewish lobby.'' Mav I · suggest that the sp-called '.'lobbv'' is a mere shadow in canpa
rison to the full force .·of .the Arab. infl~ce being exerted in the ·United States 
today. It is a fallacious suggesti.oq. that. "Jews run foreign palicy." ·The di.Splay 
of arrog~ bv ·rep+esentative~ m¥i spokespersons of the . Saudis make it abtmdantly 
clear how influential they are today. · ~.is it proper to canpa:i:e the' right 
of ~can citizens to expre$s thanselves with that of representatives of a 
f;oreign pc:Mer? · · 

. The . I'.ec~t "peace" 'pro~s~ls offered · by saud.i Arabia are · .subject ·to wide interpre- . · 
tation. It is q\lestionable Whether t;pey ,were intended to ·c;teate peace in the Middle 
:East,. iiu.ch less whether they '.are capable of· doing so. This was quickly revealed 
during the recent Arab .sumnit meetings, 'When. the verv ~t that ·rsrael ~hould be 
accepte~ sent waves· of revulsion thraogh .Arab .rankS. It .;was again.apparent that 
so-called Arab "unity'' ' is intended not to. mak¢ peace with· Israel, blit to· determine 

. 'the beSt method of Oifilnantling the· Jewish s.tat;:e. · '. · . 

The Saudi initiative .. raises ql:les~f~~ ~e .have hearq .~h of the'. need to be sen5itive 
to Saudi pride.' -. ;rt 'has ·been said that Saudi Arabia calls the signals far the other 
Arab states. . VJhY then' was the Saud:j.. plan rej~ted ·by the Arab sumni.t? Why 't0.11.d the 
SaudiS tisk .being E!li>a:rrassed .. by this lack o.f ~ or by their failure to demn
str'1!te their power aru;l influence? .. Would it .not. be encouraging. if Saudi Arabia 
follc:Med in the footsteps of Sadat, who found that the.road . to· peace leads to 
Jerusalem? · · · 

Mr. President. the ~t· of Israei .:.- be it ,by armed confl~ct , eeoncmi.c pressure , 
or ·political maneuver -- is unacceptable ·to the· State of Israel, as. it is unacceptable 
1=0 tne Jewish' people, all of whan .share a concern for 'the .. ~lfare of the .Jewish state. 
And, it should be unacceptable to the Un;ited States which has a vested and mral 
interest in maintaining Israel's strength, · security· and viability. . . . . ' . ' . ~ . . ~ ' 

· Therefore~ Mr~ President, I . applaud .ydUr· reaffinnation that the ·United' States will not 
deal with the PW. Furthermore, Saudi initiative ~ ncM or in the future, camot be · 
tied to the stipulatibn that the PU) be included or iriyol Ved in negotiations. The PLO 
is a terrorist organization. and ,ISiael and the demcratic, w6rld should not be ~ected 
to deal with it. . If Saudi Arabici insists 0n PU) involvement, does this not indicat~ 
that it hopes to achieve. by p6litiCal means what has ~scaped ·the Arabs through acts ·of 
violence against · Israel for the ·past 33 .tears.? Even. if Saudi Arabia acknowledges that 
Israel does "exist" it is not the same as ·stating that Israel "should" exist. ' . . . ' . \ 

~ . /3 
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The President 
Decanbe:r 14, 1981 
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Nor does this coaf inn that it recognizes Israel as a legitimate sovereign state on the 
basis of legal, historical and rooral grounds. . 

You have spoken forthrightly, Mr. President, by condenn:ing international terrorism. 
Vice President Bush has described Qaddafi as "the world's principal terrorist." 
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig, Jr . • has just stated ''We no longer believe 
that a double standard with respect to. international lawlessness ·and terrorism . . . 
is a contributor to international peace and the rule of law, · which we all seek to 

· espouse." 

I share the Administration's reactioo to the repugnant threats that recently emanated 
fran Ll.bya. And yet, can we overlook Y8Sir Arafat, v.ihose "hit squads" carried out 
threats of violence against Israel and throughout the wrld and who has been supported 
by Qaddafi? '!be internat.ional cqrmunity has giV"en Arafat an image of respectability. 
'lhis encouragement has served to legit:i.mi.ze his act.s of terrorism, therebY emboldening 
him and other terrorists, . including Qaddafi. · 

Mr. President, I agree with Secretary of St:ate Haig that there canribt be a double 
standard. I suggest that there are ho shades of acceptable differences between 
"rooderate" terrorists and "radical" terrorists. Is it not tine for the United States 
to condemn Arafat by name for his contribution to international lawlessness and . 
terrorism? 

In my queSt to identify Arab "mderates", I sUlmi.t a yardstick for your con5ideration. 
How 'toXruld Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Ll.bya. Syria and Iraq resportd to these concepts : . . . 

a) Accept the permanent legitimacY of Israel .as a .vi.able state 
on the basis of legal and historical right; · 

b) :ul.ly support _the Camp David AceoJ7ds: 

c) Recogriize that Jerusalem undivided is the capital of Israel; 

d) Accept that ·jordan is a Paiestinian state; 

e) Denotmce the terrorist PLO, and encourage the mxierate Arabs 
to IIEet with Israel in ~he furtherance ~f peace in the area; 

f) Accept the principles of dsoocracy ~give freedcm to ~l.r 
people. 

' 

Once we apply the above "litmuS test" to the Arab nations, the difference between 
"m::xierates" and "radicals" fades and clearlv reveals which nations are America's 
friends and Wc:h can be depended upon to support ~ p0licies and positions .in the 
Middle East. 

Mr. President, I respect · your role as an honest broker, ~ to attain a peaceful 
world. But please consider that evenhandedness in our friendships with other nations 

· may not always be practical , desirable or necessary. Those who have already proven 
·their friendship by policies and precepts that are canpatible with our own, deserve 
and ·require America's full support and understanding. However, while we continue to 
encourage others to turn to us in friendship, they should not be the beneficiaries of 
Ameriean support in advance of proven and concrete deeds . 

. ./4 



1he President 
December 14 .• 1981 
Page Four · 

. . ' 

The· recent announcaIElt that· the United States and Israel .hav~ taken steps to . 
strengthen cooperation against threats to peace in the 'Middle F.ast was .a reaffirmation 
of your oosition as expr~sed to us .when we met. This is : an optimistic and. pcisitive 
beginning and is an encouraging step in the rigl?:t _directi~. 

By this agre~t, your Administration has · enunciated a principle of partnership 
be~ the Unit~ States and Israel. In an area of continued instability, the . . . 
mutuality of interests shared by the United.States and· Israel -. lead to the inevitable 
coilclu5ion that the deep-rooted fyiendship that has passed· the ~est of . time, will be 
enhanced by this agreement . . Now the United States should fqllo;v through in a concrete 
mamer, so that at an early date nx>re .substantive ties betWee.n ·these two .demcratic . 
naticins will be established. · · · · · · · 

. . ' . . . . .· . . . . 
The Arab ~ld should view this i14>0rtant development' as a tangible rel.a~ionship · · · 
between the United States and Israel that reaffil:ms a ·long.i.standing ~tment :to , 
Israel' s security and future as an imoortant friend and .strategic .ally of the 
United States . · 

. c.onsistent with your views res?ardirig ~ld terrorism, 1ruman rights· ~ a strong America, 
this should n.oW be followed by vour call .to . the .Arab masses, urging -tberii to seek the· 
Wa.vs of peace through IOOderation. Let the Arab ·Palestii'liah oeoble reject- the dreary 
asSllrll'tion that their fate and future destiny lie only in the bands of ·terrorists. 

· It should be fully understood that under no ci.rcunstanc~ will the. United. S~tes $& · 
include representatives of terrorist organizat~ at . the n~gotiating table . _tJrge : · 
them to travel the road to peace by seeki.Dg mda'.ate leaders "*1o understah~ that this 
g0al is not a~le by the destruction .of another land and its · citizens·. 

This ~~call from the Ptesiden~ of ~e United Shttes wUi<l· ~ bOl~, imaginative, · 
and an historic act of honesty, decency and in .America'. s best . q~tion. · Hopeful~y , 
this may m:>tivate important Arab states to finally .m;ve in our direction.' If they are 

· responsive, your initiative may irifluence the eritire cotirse of .Middle .Ea.st history, . 
and perhaps, · even ~ld destiny. 

' . 

Although this letter is tIDre extensive than I anticipated. the ~sues are so vital . to 
our country that I felt canpelled to fully share my thoughts with. ymi. . + have taken 
the liberty·of· providing copies of this ccmm.inication to Vice President Bush and thOse 
members of your Administration mo shared the dialogue with us C?Il November 19. 1981 · at 
the White House. · 

, . : \ 

Mr. · President, please be assured that I share With' you ·the. l):li:rsUi;~'· of our caIIWn · 
objective. which is the upbuilding of our great" nation, making it secure , and having 
it serve as . the nx>ral leader in a -world that requires your guidance and ·strength. 

' ' . 
With all good wishes. 

IJN:kyb 

Vf!!:Y respectfully y~s ; 
' . ' 

· (·v~• ; tJ,j~ 
·Ivan J. Novick . 
· President 
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American Jewish• Israeli Relations 
Chairman Israeli Board: S.Z. Abramov ... 

A.Reminder: 

The . meeting of the !nstitute on : Am~~ican ~ewi~h~ 

Israeli Relations on Thursday, 31 January will start 

at Sp.m . sharp. 
Taxis will wait to take you from the King David 

to the Ramada Renaissance hotel ~t 4.40p.m. 

We are looking forward to .your presence. • 

.· 
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American Jewish~ Israeli Relations 
Chairman Israeli Board: S.Z. Abramov 

To the Members of the 
Advisory Board 

31 January 1985 

·:- .·· 
... · . . . 

The cro~·fded Agenda· o(' Ot.i:~ .. Th~rsda'.j, ~ Jan'u·a·ry-Jl', 1985 meeting may leave 
us no choice but to cut down the time al lotted to t he item devoted to 
·the In~t itute activiti~s. · 

. . 
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A REVIEW OF WEEKEND NEWSPAPERS 

.,,. by the Israel Office of The American Jewish Committee 

Institute of. Human. Re_latiq.ns • i65 East 56 Street, New York, .Y. 10022 • 2121751-4000 • Cable Wishcom, N.Y. 

~ 

"MONEY IS CHEAPER THAN BLOOD" 

(P~ess Summary, January 10, -1982) 

The I~ra~li cabinet voted this w~ek to pay 4.1 billi6n Israeli 
shekels in , compensatibn to Sinai settlers for their homes, pro
petty, in~eitments and incomes. This figure .was approved by a 
narrow margi~ after Deputy Premier and Agriculture Minister .. 
Simtha . Ehrli~h · proposed terms to end months of inconclµSive nego
tiations· betwee·n the government and the settlers. · The sum _decided 
upon is twehty _percent more than was previoti~ly offered. 

The compensation figure raised many _ que~tions regarding · the 
national treasury's ability to pay and whether .all the sett lets 
would, in -fact , evacuate in accordance with Israel's timet~ble 
for withdrawal from Sinai. 

Asher Wallfish and David Landau (The Jeru~alem .Post) reported 
tha:t the gove-.rnme:rit ' s ratio.riale was that "mon~y is cheaper than . 
blo_od"if it would ensure the peaceful evacuatio·n of the settle
ments where militants are said ~o be preparing ~o oppose evacua- . 
tion by all necessary means. Accorqing to Wallfish ·and Landau, 

· piime Minist~r · Menachem Begin personally ' 'laid all his prestige 
on the line, beggin~ and pleading with his colleagues to approve 
th~ increa~e," and arguing that "cabine_t refusal· to pay higher . 
compensation fdr evacuation would entail g bloody ptice in inter
necine ·war.fare .. " Nevertheless, those ministers who fought the 
increase, led by · Housing Minist~r David Levy~ retorted that the 
compensatton fees would not change the pla1~s of -the extremists 
who oppose w1thd.r.awal ' from Sinai on ideological grounds, such as 
the stalw~rts of the .Greater Israel Movement, who will have to b~ 
removed by .£6rce afier the permanent residents have potketed their 
compensatip~ fees and m~ved elsewher~. 

Yit~bak Oked (Tb~ Jer~salem east) appeared to support Levy's fears 
in a repo~t from T~l Aviv ~f t~fuatks by Avi Fathan, an ~ctivist in 
the Mo.vement to Stop · the Withdrawal from Sinai. Farhan stated 
that "We are happy that the issue of compensation. for the pinai 
sett le rs is over." Now that the air has been cleared, the "re.al 
fight" will start, becaus·e ~'we can't be bought with money." 

Money, however, remained a major issue since Treasury Minister Yoram 
Arider argued during the cabinet discussions that the budgets of 
various ministrie~ would have to be cut in order to pay the increased 
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cQmpensation. He claims th~t the twenty percent increase offered to 
the settlers ~ore than equals the total amount he had saved by pre
vious cuts in various ministry budgets. The Jerusalem Post's eco
nomic reporter Shlomo Maoz added th~t the government decision to in
crease the . compensation payments ~ame just as Arider was about to 
present the 1982-83 budget, "which entailed a shift in his battle 
against inflation," calling for a cut of five percent in real terms 
in all areas of government spending, except defense and debt servicing. 
"Now, with the higher compensation payments, stunned Treasury officials 
are concerned that last year's achievements may be wiped out and next 
year's new strategy may not get off the ground," Maoz reports. 

The Jerusalem Post (in an editorial) finds "one virtue to the 
Cabinet's decision .. . to increase the compensation to be paid to the 
settlers in Yamit. It is a decision. It clears the air. Whether 
it will also preveni q confrontation with the settlers who are 
~olding ou~ fbr political and ideologi~al reasons ~i ll only emerge , 
in the coming weeks. And Mr. Begin, without whom the decision · 
could not be . made, w~s certainly right in arguing that the cost 
of assuring the ·peace agreement with Egypt cannot be measured . 
only by the· Treasury's ledger books." The newspape·r, however, 
argues that "the sums are as obscene as were the settlers.' 
arguments." The n~wspaper sugges·ts that "the Cabinet throu.gh-
otit lts handling of the Sinai settlers ' relocation issue upheld. 
the value of peace, ~ut it has di.storted· every other value·.'·' 

U~i Benziman . (Ha' aretz) quotes Prime Ministe·r Begin te·lling his· 
~abinet .ministers that "after- my death, I will be rem.embered' a'$· the~ 
one who· prevented a fratricidal war because of Yami t' .. 11

· Benziman . .. 
notes that MF. Begin also takes pride in the fact that hi~ government 
di£fe.rs. from previous Labor governments by virtue of .. its: curre·nt · . 
po:l.i:cy o.f softness in internal matters and firmnes:s. on externa-1 . J.;s.sues- •. 

Benziman pro.vides an interesting word-.by-word desGription of the: 
cabinet meeti.ng during which Mr. Begin is ·a.lso· r ·eported· to have· s:a·id· 
to his· fellow ministe.ts that "the evacua·tion o·f the settlements from 
Yamit is painful -- but eyatuation day will not be a day of mouini~gr 
TJ:ie· fulfillment of the peace treaty is not a day of mourning. The 
peace treaty is a good document that has- withstood the tests of 
(the bombing of the nuclear reac_tor in) Baghdad, Beirut, the J:erusa1lern 
Law, the- Golan Heights L·aw, and the· L.itani Campaign (when Israe-1 iI:i.-· 
v.a.de.d Lebanon during the peace negotiations with Egypt) , thereby' 
ci.chieving a revolutionary change, which is why the. a·ay- on which' tfre: 
withdrawal is completed will not be a day of mourning. I will not. 
mourn, but that does not mean we mus·t approve of force·. There' is- · 
no need for bloodshed .. Everyone knows,. without being a great 
strategist, that if the army brings a very large force to Yamit there 
will not be the loss of eve~ one drop of blood, but does that mean 
th.at we· woul.d like to · see ten soldiers· dragging one woman or a baby-
to a bus? " · 
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Davar (in an editorial) takes strong exception tu ~he Prime ·Minister's 
role in his policy of softness on interri~l mat~e~s and firmness in 
external issues, and describes the st.ateme~t·as a "bad j6ke" con
sidering the price Israel has had to pay for peace with Egypt. In 
the opinion of Davar, the heavy price of total wi thdrawa1· from Sinai 
that Israel paid for peace does not indicat~ ''firmness in external 
issues" nor does the compensation offered to the settlers indicate . 
"softness in internal matters" but rather simple surrender to. b lackmai 1. 

The newspaper finds the .government's way out of the problems i .n Yamit 
to be "very expensive and at the expense of vital aid to the needy ... 
by virtue of its own f~ult [the government] is paying today much 
more than it could have in the past -- just as happened in the ·nego
tiations with Egypt." 

The editorial concludes with· the admon ition that the government ~u~t 
no~ take command of events and enforce law and order in Yamit, in
cluding an increase in the rate of evacuation, decisiveness in deal
ing with the Movement agai nst the Withdrawal from Sinai, and pre
venting members of the movement from taking contro l of evacuated 
property. "From the financial aspect, the government has confirmed 
that the ' Yamit sett l ers are more ~qual than others . The goverfiment 
should not riow prove that the same is true as . far as observance of 
the law is concerned . " · 

Dov Ganechovsky (Yediot Ach~ronot) calls the increased compensation 
to . the Sinai sett le rs nothing less than "highway r·obbery" and sug
gests that Treasury Minister Yoram Arider was never so right as when 
he oppos~d the government decision. Ganechovsky claims that .the 
government offer proves that might makes right. "Aridor's failure 
to stop this pilferage of the public cash box is also our failur~. 
We have failed not only because it has been proven again that he .. who 
has power, the big mouth, and friends in government can get much 
more than he deserves. We have failed because what happen~d in the 
government yesterday proves that we can forget about achieving a 
reasonable economic policy with this crew. Whoever hoped that the 
budget might be cut and government expenditures reduced ought to 
forget about it." 

Ganechovsky concludes with the warning that if there will be any 
budgetary cuts they will probably .be at the expense of the weaker 
s·trata. of society and those "who are not · able to burn tires and 
homes, create disturbances and frighten government ministers." 

Yosef Waxman (Ma'ariv) quotes I~rael's Deputy Premier and Agriculture 
Minister Simcha Ehrlich who told him that he does not consider the 
conclusion of the evacuation negotiations as either a success or 
failure, but rather that the time had come to conclude the nego
tiations and "both the government and · the settlers knew it." 

Mr. Ehrlich is the chairman of the ministerial committee on compensation 
for the Yamit region settlers, and he had set January 13 for the 
conclusion of the negotiations, since he would have to go abroad 
after that date. 
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Mr. Ehrlich explained that 1400 families would ~et the 4.1 billion . 
· ~hekels, inclu4ing the increase of twenty percent, or 700 million 
shekels, that he had suggested, which was a . small price to pay 

·compared to "the great ' cost of peacei' with Egypt." "The increa~e 
is not frightening and will be only a small percentage .of the 
government's· new budget," he · said. 

The editorial in Al Hamishmar criticizes the very nature of the 
compensation payment to the S-inai settlers since the majority of them 
had invested no more than miniscule sums. Most of the money that had 
been inve~ted in Sinai over the years came from the Israeli Treasury 
in the form of very low interest rates and magnanimous credit · 
terms, including grants, heavy subsidies and tax benefits. The 
Sinai settlers ''reached in agreement with Minister Ehrlich and with 
the lunatic camp in the Israeli government that clearly indicat~s 
that the more you y~ll; the more you break the law; how you ~ct 
or ~hreaten to act, increases your chances of obtaining fat compensa
ti6n in piace of - ~he : fl6w of th~ presents received in the past from 
the state, L e. from all of us .. " · · · 

Al }:-Iamishmar .warns, however'· that the governmen·t decision 'd·o~s n6t 
~rtsure an end to the demands; which are certain to be followed by 
re~uests from ~ar~ous preisure groups am6ng the Sin~i settlers ·for . 
further ·increases of ~illions of Israeli shekels. · ' -

At . t~e week's end, two coalition Knesset members proposed private 
bills. tJ:iat ·would levy "a spe~ial tax on I srae 1 's population .to pay .. 
t~e high .c9st of co~pensa~ion and to bring home to all of Israelis · 
citizens the high cost of ·peace that each has been called upon to 
pay in ' the .return of S'lnai to Egypt and peace wi'th Israel's . larg~st 
Arab neighbor. · · · · 

Edited oy Lois Gottesman 

Davar is affiliated with .the Histadrut and the Labor Party. 

Ha'aretz is an independent liberal _newspaper. 

Ma' ari V and )'.edict Acharonot are independent but tr a.di t ionally Likud

. Al Hamishm~r is affiliated with the Sdcialist ·Mapam Party. 

-.' 
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MEY.ER BERGER 

SOUTH SIXTH ANO srNGHAM STREETS 

PITTSBURGH. PENNSVL.VANIA iS203 

412 431-7377 

February, .1982 

. . . .... ... ~. . . - 1.- -·--

The enclosed· article in the current "New York 

Review of Books" by Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg of Temple 
. . 

Emanu-El of Englewood, New Jersey, professor of history 

·on the ~aculty of Columbia University, a~p immediate 

past~ presi dent . of the American Jewish Co~~ress deserves 
-· l 

your close attention . 

A careful reading of Dr . Hertzberg~s analysis 

might be useful in determining whether a reappraisal 

should be made .. n;\ot· only o~ our posture toward the 

Begin adnlininstration, but on the question of whether 

self imposed .silenc~ by the American Jewish community 

is counter productive to the welfare of lsrael and the 

Jewish cause. 

'-. 

_,, ·• . .. ~ 
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The GAtnerican GjeWish Conunittee . 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS VEPARTMENT 

THE SEPHARDI~ASHKENAZI GAP I.N I.SRAEL 

Three Aspects of the Issue 

The problem of the 11 gap 11 .between .Ashkenazim and Sephardim 
in Israel is one receiving incre~iing attention in the United 
States as in Israel: e.g., there ~as a recent discussion about 
this by the Foreign Policy Associatioi1:· ;n New York. · 

Giving acuteness to the subject was the recent shooting of a 
Sephardic youth in the Tel Aviv suburb of .Kfa.r Shalem .. 

Three papers pres~nt a spectrum of views on the subject. 
First, an Israel Off.i.ce report on the incident and its consequences, 
Kfar Shalem Is Not Miami. 

Second, a commentary prepared for AJC .bY . a veteran observer 
on the Israeli scene. 

· Finally. the Foreign Aff.a.irs Department asked Inge Lederer Gibel 
of the Interreligious Aff.a .. irs· oepartment - knowing .of .her longtime 
intere.st in the subject - to intervi.ew successful Sephardim in Israel 
and to get their outlook. We also asked Ms. Gibel to present some 
of her own, personal views and conclusions on what could be done to 
alleviate this urgent problem, over and above certain activities in 
which our Israel Offi.ce already is engaged. 

January 31, 1983 

#83-550-7 

# # # # 
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KFAR SHALEM I.S NOT MIAMI 

Thousands of miles and oceans apart , in Miami and Tel 
Aviv, two young men were shot by police officers engaged 
in their appointed tasks. Both incidents brought to 
the surface tensions which have long accumulated in 
ar~as whose inhabitants live in conditions of distr~ss. 

Except for the coincidence that both shootings took 
place at about the same time, they cannot be compared. 
If there were those who thought that the shooting in 
Tel Aviv's Kfar Shalem quarter would turn into an 
ethnic or race riot, they were wrong. 

Israel, it should be recalled, has known such racial 
tension in its young history. In the 1950's, a rumor 
spread rapidly through a slum area in Haifa, Wadi 
Salib. that a local . inhabitant had been shot and killed 
by police who had apprehended him for questioning. 
The fact that the victim was only injured did not 
prevent the slum dwellers from rampaging in the streets, 
overturning cars and destroying property. 

Wadi Salib, as informed Israelis remember, was perhaps 
the first time that Israel's disadvantaged population 
raised the cry of those who have since come to be known 
as the "Second Israel." This is the term for some 
ten percent of Israel's population, or about 350,000 
.men, women and children who were never successfully 
absorbed into the mainstream of Israeli society. They 
or their parents came to Israel in the mass migration 
of Jewish refugees from Arab and Islamic countries 
following the 1948 War of Independence. Most of those 
immigrants, numbering more than 700,000, lived through 
the difficult years of the new state's economic ~ard
ship and became productive citizens . Many others~ how
ever. remained behi~d and almost forgotten in such de
pressed are~s as Wadi Salib, Kfar Shalem and others. 

Israel also absorbed hundreds of thousands of Jewish im
migrants from Europe (Ashkenazim) who had been left 
.homeless and displaced by the Holocaust . These people 
too endured the hardships of the early years of the 
State. They too had to build for themselves new 
and productive lives. Most succeeded far better than 
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their brethren from North Africa, Asia and the Middle . 
East (commonly called Sephardim), for various reasons. 
Perhaps it was be~ause they were recei~ed .by a veteran 
European population and into a European~oriented culture. 
Also, those who emigrated from the Arab countties were 
handicapped by the failure of their own leadership and 
elite to accompany them to Israel. 

Today, Israel's Jewish populatioh is almost equally 
divided between those of European origin and those of 
Middle ~astern origin, with the exception that the latter 
suffer from a higher· rate of disadvantage. This con
dition is commonly known in Israel as the social gap. 

In recent years, political interests ha've trie.d to make 
the most of a situation that has often . been near the 
boiling point since the · Wadi Salib riots first erupted. 
More than anyone else, Menachem Begin, as the former 
opposition le,der before becoming prime minister five 
years ago, always knew how to obtain the support of 
the Oriental Jewish population. Despite Mr. Begin's 
own Polish origin·, he has always represented to the 
Oriental Jews their dissatisfaction with the Ashkenazi 
establishment. 

In the last national elections in Israel, Mr. Begin made 
political hay out of an unfortunate statement by a popular 
performer at an outdoor Labor Alignment election gathering, 
who referred to Oriental Jews by a slang term that 
later cost Labor party head Shimon Peres many votes. 

Yet, Mr. Begin's ascens1on to power as head of Israel's 
ruling establishment has not lost him his popularity 
among Oriental Jews_ Among one of the popular beliefs 
that reinforces . this fact is the assumption that Oriental 
Jews have a spec:ial dislike for Arabs and therefore sub
scribe to Mr . . B~gin-'s hard1ine policies. Mor~over, it was 
Mr. Begin's election promise in 1978 which led to the 
joint government-Jewish Agency program known as ''Project 
Renewal," which has since undertaken at a cost of more 
than $1.2 billion to rehabilitate all of Israel's 160 
distressed neighborhoods. Half of that sum is to be 
raised by· Jewish communities throughout the free world 
that contribute to the Appeals on behalf of Israel. 

Kfar Shalem, the distressed neighborhood where Shimon 
Yehoshua, 26J . was shot dead last week by a police of
ficer, is one of those communities inhabited by Oriental 
Jews who feel that opportunity will not knock at the 
doors of their overcrowded and dilapidated homes. 
Yehoshu . 's large family . had chosen ~o expand their 
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lodgings by illegal construction on publicly-pwned prope_:rty. 
This phenomenon has reac~~d a+most plagu~-like proportions · 
in the Tel Aviv area and has become an .encroachment on the 
quality of life that the ~ity fathers are trying . to p~eserve 
and better. . 

According to the reports appearing in the press, ~ity· of
ficials sent workmen, accompanied by police, to demolish 
the illegal building constructed by the Yehoshua family, 
after proper legal action, including notice to the family 
of the municipality's intentions . The demolition crew 
and the police were confronted by the family and onlook~rs 
wh6 asked that the demolition be postponed until other 
members of the Yehoshua family returned from court with a · 
staying order that they claimed was being approved. When· 
the city officials refused to wait, Shimon Yehoshua raised 
a pistol and fired several shots. The police claim that 
he shot at the workmen. Others say that the shots were 
fired into the air. In any event, a poli¢e officer re
sponded· by drawing his own weapon and firing it at Shimon. 
Prior to the gunfire, the workmen and police had been 
pelted from the rooftop of the building in question by bot
tles, rocks and other _projectiles. 

The death of the young man shocked all of Israel. It was 
followed by a rash of vandalism carried out by unknown 
persons against property in the upper class neighborhoods 
of Te 1 .Aviv and Jerusalem, including such obsceni t.ies as 
daubing swas·tikas and the word "Ashke-Nazi" ti,pon cars 
and ~ven a synagogue. Als6, threats were made on the 
life of _Tel Aviv's Mayor Shlomo Labat, who publitly de
fended the right of the police t9 protect municipal em
ployees engaged in their duties: These acts ~lso shocked 
Israelis . 

There were, however, no riots. The events of Wadi Saltb 
did not return as some spectre fro~ the past. The aets ·of · 
vandalism subsided almost immediately. Kf~r Shalem becam¢ 
just one more episode with tragic consequence$ · for jus·t a 
few. One of the reasons for this turn of events ha~ to 
do ·with the nature of the conflict in Kfar Shalem. · F.or 
some time now, residents of many distressed neighborhoods 
have been · claiming that their communities are being 
diminished by government housing programs that a~tract : 
the residents to heavily subsidized housing scheme~ across 
the pre-1967 lines on the West Bank. These slum reside~ts 
are anxious to rehabilitate their own neighborhoods in areas 
in areas that they believe will becqme prime real estate once 
the inhabitants have been evacuated. rhe authorities, how~ 
ever, made a point of their argumeµt .that the Y~hoshua family 
had been offered a host of housing alternatives in the Kfar 
Shalem area, but without response. The fact is that Israel's 
metropolitan areas have a problem of illegal construction 
unknown in modern .cities. Had the city of Tel -Aviv waited 

,. 

.. · •. 

.... · 
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fbr ·the stayirig order to arrive, it is very likeiy .that 
the· building would. never . have beel'.l to.rn doW!l i11 the --foresee -
able future, · de·spite previous permission to do .so in ac
cordance with the law. 

Another aspect was the unanimous vote in the Knesset, sup-
-ported by both major parties, with the exception 9f the 
Communist party, and notably the only such. consensus ih 
the current term, that defused the volatile situation ·by . 
standing by the city and the police in the action that 
resulted in the death of one persqn . 

It is not unlikely that an ex.plosion of ethnic rage may 
happen someday if the social gap in · Israel ~ontinues to 
grow unchecked. But ·it did not happen · last week, nor is it 
likely to happen in the near future. If anything, the 
incident in Kfar Shalem has proven the maturity of Israel's 
population and its ability to weather such tragic events. 
No doubt the present : constellation· with Mr. Begin, the . id9l 
of_ t _he distressed, in pow~r has· been a contributing factor 

· · tb the _ stability of the situation. 

Edited by Lois Gottesman 

Janu~ry 27, 19~3 



THE KFAR SHALEM I~CIDENT: 

What Does It Tell Us about Oriental -
Ashkenazi Relation~ in Israei Today? 

--------------------------------------------------------------
This report was prepared for the American Jewish Committee 
by a veteran observer of the Israeli · scene. 

The Kfar Shalem event is almost an incidental part of a · 
much deeper situation that is developing in Israel, namely, the 
increasing polarization of Israel's Jewry on an ethnic basis: 
"Oriental" versus "Ashkenazi". (These are the popular labels 
used to differentiate Israeli Jews of Middle Eastern and North 
African origin, on the one hand, f~om those of European and 
North American origin, on the other.) 

The fact is that the Kfar Shalem event is altogethe~ 
typical of what happens in slums all over the world. If you 
have had a chance to read the newspaper accounts and commen
taries, you are aware that a major point was made of the differ
ence in official treatment accorded to Kfar Shalern (read "slun;i'.'-) 
residents and .-- say -- North Tel Aviv (read "upper class") 
residents. Of course, what makes all this an ethnic issue is 
the fact that the vast majority of residents in neighborhoods 
like Kfar Shalem are Oriental Jews, and the vast majority of 
residents of neighborhoods like North Tel Aviv are likely to 
be Ashkenazi. 

Some observers contend that this is ana~pgous to tbe 
division found in the United States between the affluent white. 
neighborhoods and Black slums. But in another generation, when:·· 
the distinctions in Israeli society are likely· to be economic 
rather than ethnic (see below), the problem will remain that the. 
good neighborhoods get good treatment from the city officials, 
and the bad neighborhoods get bad treatment from the city officials. 
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What reinforces the ethnic dimension of· the Kf at Shalero . 
event is this growing polarization between Oriental and Ashke- · . : 
nazi. Whether or not this polarization is really growing in 
an objective rather than subj·ective sense is a matter of specu .... 
latio~ because there have not yet been any serious studies of 
the situation. There are certainly many contradictions in 
this seeming polarization, but. ~he fac~ is that today one hears 
much more about "polarization"·. There are many more vocal 
"demands", mostly in the polftical sphere. One question is; 
What proportion of the Oriental ·community is speaking up? 

There does not seem to be evidence of any signif.icantly 
large degree of effective organization in the Oriental conununity ~ 
To cite two examples of th~s. There were no riots or big demon
strations following the Kfar Shalem event, d~amatic though it 
was because of the death of the young man there. Is this pas
sivity on the part of the residents? Why were there not demon
strations and organizeq protests on the part of qriental Jews 
elsewhere in Israel? 

The second example is in the political sphere. We now 
have a political party -- Tami -- spepifically and expressly 
organized to get the votes of the Oriental community. Tami 
hasn't done too well thus far. (.It won only three out of the 
Knesset's 120 seats and attracted support mainly among Jews of 
Moroccan origin.) · Some analysts believe it will do less well 
in the future, .because the old parties will succeed in re
attracting the Oriental votes they lost to Tami. In this 
connection, going back a bit in Israeli politiqal ·history, one 
can ask: What happened to the Black Panthers and the Blue and 
White parties of Oriental inspiration? 

Where do we see evidence of demands for a bigger share 
of society's rewards? In the political · sphere, both in govern
mental politics and in public organizations. . There can be no 
question of the fact that the Herut party has given the Oriental 
.conununity far more public recognition than Herutts predecessors. 
There are more Oriental ministers and deputy .... ministers. There 
are far more members of Knesset from the Orient.al community from 
Herut ranks. Where Tami controls a ministry (.e.g. Welfare and 
Labor), there is a ruthless replacing of Ashkenazim by Sephardim .• 
This is in · the best tradition of Tami's Ashkenazi predecessors, 
who r ·ewarded the party faithful . The question is to what extent 
ethnic rather . than pplitical partisanship was a factor in the 
s~lection proc~ss. 

·In the recent World Zionist Congress, Ta~i and the World 
Sephardi Federati.on made a major bid --:""'"'· partially· successful ..-:-..., 
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for greater representation on every level. They got ari addi- . 
tional place on the Zionist Executive, to serve either without 
portfolio or as Head of Project Renewal, or both. (The word 
"Sephardi" - literally referrin~ to Jews of Spanish origin; 
_is now often used as a synonym for "Oriental" Jews or for all 
non-Ashkenazi Jews.} 

Right now, that makes up most of the evidence of organized 
ef.forts by the Oriental community, and it isn't much. Nor does 
one see signs that would indicate a rapid development in this 
area. 

Now a look at the Ashkenazi side of the coin. Yes, one 
hears more expression of co11cern. The traditional "progressive" 
elements express worry about polarization, without being able to 
define what it is, and certainly without doing very much ~bout 
it. The traditional "anti" - elements -- and they are not very 
numerous -..,.. make cracks like "If only I were born in Morocco, 
I would get this or that (job} (scholarship} (other benefit) . " 
The great majority of Ashkenazim go about their business, 
and don~t see -- certainly do not express concern about -- any 
special problem of polarization. 

To all of tpe above must be added a major qualifying fac
tor of which most observers of the Israel scene tend to lose 
sight. I speak about Oriental-Ashkenazi inter-marriage. The 
ethnic inter-marriage rate is now up to about 23 percent and 
going up. There will certainly be class distinctions based on 
economics a generation from now. It may even have an ethnic 
dimension. But it will be largely economic, because there won't 
be that many pure Sephardim and pure Ashkenazim left. The popu
lation is destined rather soon to become Israeli, whatever that 
is culturally, but ·certainly a "mix" of Oriental . and Ashkenazi. 

The gap is big: economically, in educational achievement 
(and the two are certainly linked), in leadership roles (meaning_, 
in one sense, in terms of public recognition). The Oriental 
community has certainly made progress from an educational and 
economic viewpoint . But the Ashkenazim hav.e ~ade even greater 
pro~ress. 

Where do we go from here? First, we have a .bad problem 
in .Israel: a serious social and economic gap between two halves 
of the Jewish population. But the continuing and increasing 
intermarriage rate will remove the ethnic aspect of this gap . 

Second, discrimination and prejudice, as we know the 
terms in the United States, are not the basic causes of the 
gap; and certainly not overt discrimination. 
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The Kfar Shalem business is more important .in the "hav~" 
and "have not" context than in the purely ethnic context. The 
problems are more those related to the moving of families as part 
of slum clearance and rehousing, than of the Oriental-Ashkenazim 
confrontation. The Kfar Shalem family in .question was. offered 
alternative housing, which they rejected -- from their point of 
view, understandably -- because of their felt need to be near ·. 
family and "their meager budgets for housing (many pay nothing 
for housing in their present slums). This complex .of problems 
called "slum clearance" could undoubtedly be handled better, 
with greater sensitivity. · 

Now back to what really is the ethnic issue: . an Israe·l 
in which roughly 45 percent of the population has far more of 
the· society's benefits _;_ material and other -- than the. 'other 
55 percent. In my view·, the American Jewish Committee ca.n · 
make a great contribution to Israel and to American Jewish 
community understanding of Israel by making some studies 
that begin with sympathy for the problem, and not with an 
attitude (which I see growing i .h the United States) of putting 
Israel on trial. . 

HR/mj 

What really are the dimensions of the economic gap 
and the factors involved therein? 

What are Ashkenazi attitudes today, taking into 
account al.so t:tie inter-marriage phenomenon? 

Self-image studies in the Oriental community. 

The impact of Project Renewal on citizenship, 
community· participation, self-image a~d the · 
lessons to be learned from the Project Renewal 
experience. 

Specialized studies on such subgroups as . the Oriental 
population in the Israel Defense Forces, eg., what 
ranks have they attained, .how well are they integrated 
in various units, and what effect has army service had on 
Oriental-Ashkenazi mutual attitudes? 

.Sephardim abroad are very vocal about what is happening 
to the Oriental community in Israel. What is the· 
impact of organized diaspora Sephardi intercession in 
Israel? 



Three Israelis -- Three Successful Sephardim Speak of . 

Themselves, Their Land, The Future 

by 

Inge Lederer Gibel * 

Israeli scholar, Profe.ssor Daniel Elazar, has suggested that 
perhaps 70% of Israeli Sephardim (North African and other Jews of 
non-European origin or heritage) have made it into the Israeli middle 
class. Other estimates - e.g., that of Or. Sarni Smooha of Haifa 
University, a noted expert in this field - would su~gest that only 
40%, as against 90% for Ashkenazim, have achieved middle or upper 
middle class status. 

Withal, there is no question but that there has been some 
improvement in income level for Sephardim in the last decade and, 
to a significantly lesser extent, an improvement as well in 
educational aspirations and achievement. 

What follows are three Sephardi "success stories, 11 interviews 
deliberately focused on individuals of diff.erent ages and status. 
In one case, that of Rafi A., I have known the subject and his 
family for the past decade. A simi.lar period of time has ·elapsed 
since I first met Ram C. ,. although the ·relationship in this case 
has been extremely limited. In the case of Drora S., the. meeting 
was arranged by a mutual acquaintance with the inte'rview in mind. 
Where needed (although all three speak and understand varying 
degrees of .English), the trans 1 a tor used was trusted by both 
subjects and interviewer. 

The interview with Drora S. was in the trans lator's home, 
with her present only part of the time; with the two men, each in 
their own home and family setting, with other fami ly members 
occasionally interjecting their own remarks. Each interview lasted 
formally for about two hours, although the occasion was broadened 
into a wider discussion for a period of •bout five hours each. 

* - Ms. Gibel is program specialist in Interreligious Affairs, The 
American Jewish Committee. She writes frequently on Israel and the 
Middle East and intergroup relations for a wide variety of publf
cations. The interviews referred to alone were done in Jerusalem, 
December 1982. 

,, 
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Drora S., Graduate Stud~nt Hebrew University, Political Science · 

Drora is a sabra from Rehovot, daughter of parents sti 11 living ·there, 
born in Baghdad. She is 25, slender, pretty, not especially Sephardi in 
appearance . She tells me with great enthusiasm (which seems to contain a 
bit of . "I dare you to think otherwise") how much she love.s Israel, jokes 
that every Iraqi claim.s to come from Baghdad, while in fact many were 
peasants from the countryside. 

We discuss the nature of prejudice, the difference between natural 
preference and discrimination. Arabs like blondes, she says, so do 
Sephardim, people always like the opposite of what they are, what's wrong 
with that? Is it also possible, I ask, that Israeli society creates a 
feeling in Middle Eastern people that it is preferable to be blonde? She 
nods her head vigorously and begins to tell me her story. 

Her mother came from a very wealthy, upper class home; her father the 
middle class. Aft.er they left Iraq he established himself in a small 
business, her mother stayed home and raised the family of three children. 
Drora's primary and junior high school years were occasionally marred by 
a realization that teachers often favored Ashkenazi pupils of lesser 
ability, assumed that Sephardi . children (by appearance or recognizible 
family name) were intellectually inferior . Drora blames "Westernization" 
for increasing attitudes that "Sephardi culture is inferior .. " 

,, When Drora did her army duty, in a Nachal unit, she became aware that 
although her unit was "integrated" there was a split, "A Beethoven group 
and a poker group." Sides were frequently taken in discussions along 
ethnic rather than individual lines. 

Is it true, I ask Drora, that Iraqis are considered, and consider 
themselves, more successful and diff.erent fr.om, say, Moroccans? Shed.is
agrees, and says that discrimination against all Sephardim is more common 
than some ethnic groups, i.e. Iraqis •. like to admit . Her uncle , · for 
example, is a career officer, a major, and although he never complains there 
are those in the .family ~ho feel he has been passed over for promotion by . 
less gifted Ashkenazi superiors. His wife once gave a party for her 
husband's fellow offi'cers and wives to show "we are on just.· as high level 
as you. 11 On the other hand, Qrora says, her mother his never believed 
that discrimination exists. 

Although Drora has· recently gone on her first "peace demonstrati.o.n, 11 

she has great sympathy fo,r Mena chem Begin, who she fee ls i.s unjustly . 
accused of exploiting Sephardim; that "the people feel he really likes 
and accepts them as they are," and resent Labor's rejection of them. 

On the q'uestion of attitudes toward Arabs in her family, she tells 
of her grandmother, who was hurt in pogroms in Iraq, had her house burned 
and lost much of .her property, who says, "I wish Baghdad would burn down, 
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and a 11 its peep le with it. 11 But her father, who had totally dfff.e.rent 
experiences growing up in Iraq, feels very close to Arabs. hopes for 
Israel to be part of .a Middle East region at peace. · She .tells me that 
even people like her grandmother, 11 don 1t hate Arabs . the way Jews like you 
hate Germans. 11 

• · 

Drora lives with a German young man who is working as a chef at a 
luxury hotel in Jerus·alem. Her family doesn't know they live together, 
only that he is her boyfr.iend. Her fa.ther's reaction, "He's all right, 
but even a Muslim would be better. We are closer to· Muslims; we have· 
the same sense of honor and the same sense of dignity'. 11 

She decided to go to university with her family 1 s. full . suppor~, 
ful fi 11 i ng her father 1 s dream. She worships Naomi Cha.zan, the professor 
who encouraged her actively to go on to graduate school and contrasts 
this with ~er experience when she applied, as an undergraduate, to the 
H.U. school of social work. She says she wouldn't feel so bad if in her 
experience, and that of .her friends, the over-Whelming majority of social 
workers the school is turning out weren't Ashkenazi, wi~h the wrong 
attitudes, and lack-of understanding for their prospective clientele, 
most of whom will be Sephardi. 

What needs to be done in Israel, I ask her, and can she still tell 
me, as she did when we began talking, that she "loves Israel and feels 
positively about the future. 11 You don•t stop loving your family because 
they 1 re not perfect, she responds. However, she worries about the ·coming 
11war between the Jews, 11 if things do not change. How can they change? 
Education, she feels, is .the main key -- the emphasis on European or 
Western studies and culture needs to be shifted to the Middle East from 
the earliest grades. She claims that even in "bagrut 11 cla~ses (college 
preparatory) there is almost no education on Middle Eastern culture or 
history, let alone any Islamic studies program. Drora says, "Even if 
we had no Holocaust, we have a history to which no attention is paid in 
the schools. 11 Obviously, her concern covers both the ethnocentricity 
of Western Jewish history and culture being pushed in the schools to the 
·exclusion of anything relative or positive about the Oriental conununities, 
as we 11 as the larger, if, to her, secondary question of .encouraging an 
understanding of· .the Arab and Islamic world surrounding Israel. · "I'm 
tired of the stereotypes, 11 she says, 11all Ashkenazim don't listen to 
Bach -- but they listen· to American rock and despise Arabic music. 11 

She believe.s that teachers' attitudes more than grades determine which 
children are encouraged and helped to get into more prestigious college 
preparatory high school programs, that Sephardi names and dark skins 
determine teachers• assessments (even some Sephardi teachers) more than 
other important factors. 

If Drora and her boyfriend marry they may go outside the country 
for awhile, as he wants 11to travel while he is young. 11 She has told him 
that she would not go to Germany and she would always want to come back 
to Israel. 
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Rafi, A., Bank ·Manager 

Rafi was born forty years ago, in Fez, Morocco. His father, a 
middle class businessman with strong Zi'onist convictions, ~onvinced his 
mother, a primary school teacher from a higher class family, to make the 
illegal journey to pre-state Palestine when Rafi was about 4, his nrother 
two years older, and tfie oal>Y, a sister·, 2. Four other siblings were 
born in Israel and all have ·done army service, including tlfle girls . 
They came orl.gi'na 1 ly to Pardes·s· Hanna; after the exodus of Arabs from 
West Jerusa l°em duri.ng the War of fndependence they were gi.ven a large 
and comfortable fi.ous·e 1.n what fiad 15een untfl tlien the fashionable Arab 
quarter of Bakka; the parents and youngest brother, still unmarried con
tinue to reside there. 

Rafi is a cheerful, stocky man of virile appearance and a markedly 
Arabic accented Hebrew. I have seen him once at the branch of the 
major fsrael i bank he manages in Jerusa 1 em; even the suit anq tie and 
more suodued manner there did little to make hfm look more typical of 
my stereotype of what bankers look like; Rafi looks like a prizefighter. 

When Rafi was fifteen years old, an apprentice to a mechanic, he 
saw a newspaper ad for a vocationa 1 5oarding s'Cl:iool offering free board 
and tuition to young men with the neces·sary aptitude - and a willingness 
to serve an extra year of army duty after graduation. At 20 he met hi.s 
wife, Rachel, from the notorious Musrara secti'on, and they soon married . 
When h~ was 25 he joined the 5ank and has steadily climbed its career 
ladder. The A. rs have four children; a daughter of 16, a son of 14, the 
apple of hi's eye, student at one of the most prestigfous Jerusalem college 
preparatory h.i.gh .· schools, and two smaller sons of 9 and 2~. The inter
view takes place i:n his home in Ramot, a comfortable apartrrient of four 
bedrooms, a small dining room and tiny living room which are irrunaculately 
kept and decorated by Rachel, a gffted needlewoman and cook, who has 
never worked outside their home. Last year they took a six week vacation 
i.n France, Canada and the United States (from Los Angel es to New York} 
and the compact room divider which separates salon from dining area is 
well stocked with a large color TV, tape deck, stereo and liquor. This 
is a solidly middle class, middle income home and Rafi is· a highly family, 
home. ori.ented roan, reflecti_ng closely fiis own upbringing, although he 
and Rach.e 1 are 1 ess observant th.an Iii s parents. 

As Raf·; rec a 11 s growing up i.n Bakka, where a majority of the popu
lation were ·sephardfm resettled i.nto the old Arab homes that had b.een 
abandoned, he mentions that bi.s elementary school had only Ashkenazi 
teachers (except for gym) and that children from an adjacent Ashkenazi. 
neighborhood attended in equal numtiers. 

Rafi points out that the 11maaoarot 11 were only cull t i.n Baaka and 
other areas in 1952, when the large wave from Kurdistan, Iraq and Morocco 
needed iTTDDediate housing. 
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. Some. from the maabarot children went .to liis school, but most went to 
rel igi.ous schools·. I as·k Raft why fifs fatfier,. whom I know to be quite or
thodox, dfd not send fi.tm to rel fgfous· school (Israel has a dual system) and 
he ·responds that he believes an older firother of his father's persuaded 
him the secular school was better. "Furthermore, father was. not so 'dati' 
in those days; in Morocco synagogues were not only for religion , they were 
communal meeting places for the men . " 

Looking back, Rafi reflects that the European teachers in the schools, 
dedicated to making "Israelis"· out of Sephardi youngsters, were really, 
unconsciously, tryfng to ·make them "European. 11 "If there had been Sephardi 
teachers, there would have been more oalanced emphasis on both cultures . " 
Wn.tle Rafi admits tnat many of the more equcated SephardiriJ went to France 
and othe.r parts· of tne world, whfle the 1 es·s educated, particularly from 
1952. on , came to rsrael, Fie fnsfsts· tfiat " •.. many Iraqfs, some Moroccans, 11 

did .have the cultural and educational skills· to make good teacher, but 
for some. reason were never used. 

·. 
·· Rafi has mfxed feelings aoout whether or not there has been overt or 

coV.ert ·discri:mination fo 'rsrael 1 or whether it is si.mpl y a question of 
well intentioned mi.stakes . He, Hke his father, fs a Hfe-long uaen Gurion 
man." He. w.as one of the active supporters· of""Ra·f; (the pol itfcal faction 
which· wi.thdrew from Mapai) and one of tfie organizers'. of Y.igal Yadi.n ls 
Dasft movement . He loves Israel ·; fie and f.iis fam.i.ly, he says, would never 
leave, and he has often, over the years·, teased the interviewer about her 
·"radical politi'cs .... Nevertheless, he has some strong criticisms ·of past 
Israeli. pol i ci~~ and attitudes. 

"I'm s i.ck of hearing allout the cave dwellers from the Atlas Mountai.ns. 
The truth is that many people · who were 5rought here fo th.e _50 t:s wound up 
1 iving in worse conditions than those tfiei had left behind." 

On the other hand, he remembers his army days with fondness (he finished 
his mai~ service after 1966, but of course, like all Israeli men up to their 
fifties,. does his regular once a year mi.luim and was called up for service 
in Lebanon during the latest crisis} . "The army served as a melting pot 
and I got along fine with my As-hkenazi buddies, kibbutzni.ks, moshavniks. 

He feels that the ethnic problem was aggravated by so many immigrants 
coming at one time, fo the early fifti'es, "when we were in such bad eco
nomic shape. Without Uris wetd be a normal Western country. " How does 
he define "Western"·? "It r-s not America -- there is a problem when we 
speak of liberalism or socialism, as opposed to the political framework 
of Arab countries, compared to democraci·es. I want to see a new synth.e-
s is of the best of both. 11 

I ask Rafi if he is familiar with the famous Katz Commi.ssion report 
he is -- and how he explains the continuing exceptionally hi.gh rate -- almost 
a decade after Katz completed his . task -- of poverty, illiteracy, cri.me and 
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prostitution among North Afrfcan youtn. If ·one rejects, on t6e one hand 
(and many Israeli ctvfl servants of Asfikenazi b.acRground fntervfewed 'by me 
over the years unfortunately do not) the concept of this population's in
nate inferiori'ty, and, on tfie other, a policy of deliberate discrimination," 
what is the answer? 

Rafi speaks of the Yemenites, how well they have assimilated. He 
suggests thi.s is largely related to tfie fact tflat they were a smaller 
group and that their "collecti·ve personality" was more umodest and subdued" 
than that of the North Africans . "Tfie I'raqis who came were largely from 
th.e m.ercbant class and · with money, so they were aosortied into connnerce and 
middle level management and did well. 

11 Moroccans came in three major waves: in '48, t52, t56. 11 Those who 
came ·in 1948 were well absorved (_fncluding h'fs fami'lym for although his 
father never rose above minor ctvfl servant status· and his mother worked 
for many years cleani'ng offfces·, never letting anyone forget that "in Fez 
I had maids," the brothers and sisters have all done well and share Rafi ' s 
middle cla ss, professional status.} They found housing in deserted Arab 
quarters , many of which had been middle and upper middle Class and a major 
building boom made jobs plentiful. 

"Those who came in the '52. aliyah were sent straight to maabarot 
(the tin shack and quonset hut and even tent neighborhoods which housed 
them for many y¢ars.) They fel~ themselve_s. to be in cages ._ .. and with 
that group came the prof>lems. · Family structure broke down Rafi •·s wife, 
Rachel, who has been serving tea, coffee, small delicacies and listening 
qui.etly, b.ecomes· qui'te arous·ed at tfli s pofot i'n Rafi •·s story . I know 
someth.ing of th.etr history, know tfiat his family and even .fl.ers considered 
he was marryfog "down," that her family still lives in the .despised 
Musrara section, one of the tireedfng grounds for the original Black 
Panthers, and th.at she rarely expr.es:ses a political opinion. The trans
lator tells me ·later that altno_ugti she has known this family intimately 
for many years, she was sbocked to hear Racnel •·s ~tory, as it had never 
been referred to before. Tfiere fs always a fierce pride to Rachel ., now 
there is anger as· she tells aoout now f.ier fattier committed sui.cid~ during 
thi.s peri.od because he couldn''t find a. job and had .to send his cfl.ildren 
out to worl< .. 

"Many b.egan to speak of going back to Morocco," Raf'i continues . "They 
were sflocked to learn tfiat their belief that unless you had four or more 
children you had acnieved little was despised in Israel . " 

B.ut even warse was to come, in Rafi's opinion . For then the Shiku11im 
the large public f'iousfng projects "began to 6e built, which were even 

worse than the maa·barot, because there, at least, they had a little garden,
to pull out a few leaves of 1 nana r •·

11 
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0 n e ca n 1 t fn t er v i e w- a o a n k er w i tho u t a s Id n g h i. s · op i n i. o n o f 
the economy .. Rafi responds· tnat the economy must be looked at 
in two parts -~ t~e state economy and perional · econo~y. 

0 Since U1.e Li:kud, tlie individual economy has risen, has . 
improved . That is, i:n tfle perception of the average person, 
more things are avafla6le and there fs ·mare money· to buy them. 

"The state economy i.s getting wors·e .. we•·re falling .into 
terrible debt, although we ~on~t fall to the level of M~xico or 
Poland. Our external debt fs getting ~uger every week; why do 
they continue to lend us money; tfiatts tKe big qu~stfon? Because 
I.srael .ls· record of repaymen·t i·s tfle O:es·t fn the world . There 
is confidence in .the world and fn Amerfca . t~at ff peace is 
achieved by Israel tfiere will ~e · a strong Independent economy. 

11 Th'e government a~titude today, inside tfie .!=OUntry, is gi.ve 
the people ~read and circuses. · rt~s a mfracle that a countr~ 
where inflation is over 100% fiasn~t gone even further in the 
direction of Argentina ... because of ·that people looking on 
fr.om t he o u t s 'id e say t here mu s t f)'e a game go ;· n g on • . • 
Me~ico has a low- standard of livfng1 fn rsrael our standard of 
·li.ving i's so high ... we nave no pro5lems, we lfve well. As 
long as the country continues to get money from America . . 0 

.Rafi: ts .. opffmtstfc for n.ts cflfldren'~ futu.re .. b.ut worrfes· 
about the Li.k.ud government~ Ttiey· are., ti.e. belfeve.sj m-o.Yi!19 i.n 
the directi.on of Soutf.i. A'merfcan gove.rnme.nts·, '"wll:fcn won t:i allow 
the people to speak free~y ."· · 

As 1 ong as Begfn lives, Raff believes, the pe.opl e will 
vote for him. Withoot Beg i n? He brightens. Navon could do it. 
Maybe Weizma~. Sharon tou l d 6nly wfn ff he gets the support 
of Levy, Shamir and Arfdor, and that is ~ighly unlikely. 

Ram c. , businessman 

Ram gives his age as 45 but I know from other sources that 
he is 50 . I understand th.e reason for this bit cif vani.ty : his 

. second wife is a much younger woman with whom he has started a · 
new family, .i·ncluding a boy of 4 and a baby of six monttis. When 
th~y receive us i'n thefr luxurious (even by American standards) 
and well furnished home with good prints on the wall, fine an
tique cooper, · silver and brass trays and other tmplements, a 
beautiful marble floor replacing the ufiiquftous Israel·i tile tn 
the salon. of their Ramat Eshkol flat, tfiey are both dressed in 
fas~ion~ble j6gging sufts, he having just come from a yoga class, 
she from aero5otfcs. · 
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Although he fs charmfng and hospitable, and althoµgh Kis 
wife is a very traditional young woman who del~ghts in &eryf~g 
him and staying· 'fn th.e. fiackground, thfs i.S my mos:t · di.fficult 
inter.view. He ts clearly pleased he is bei:ng interviewed a·s 
an example of a "successful Seph~rdi . 11 It i's le.ss clear whethe'r 
he approves of the fntervi~wer, an independent and, from his 
perspective, aggressive woman, who asks, perhaps, too many 
probing questions, untfl h.e firmly states "I don•·t discuss politics ..... 

Ram ha .s a v e r y 1 u c r a t i v e bu s i n e s s , offer i n g .ma i n ten a n c e 
contracts to offices and new housfng developments. When I suggest 
tha:t although r nave no intention of ask·i_ng his income, but would 
it be corr~ct to su9gest that he is in a very high income 
bracket, definitely · "upper middle class," he smiles affirmation. 
His wife's last birthday . present was a new Volvo, not a cheap 
gift in a country like Israel, where automobiles · are twice as 
expensive ~s in the' u.s~ 

He was born in Tangier. His father brough the family to 
p re - s ta t.e Pa 1 e s ti n e i n 1 9 4 7 a n d Ram t h i n k s there w a ·s s om e con -
nect"ion to · conditions aft~r 'the S.panish Civil War. His father 
was ·a traditional Jew ~ith strong Zionist commitment, ~hose first 
job was a s a hired laborer, building crates for oranges in the 
Moshav Be'er Yaacov. Eventually there were nine brothers and 
sisters. Ra~ was in the left-wing Hashomer Hazair Youth Movement 
and remembers his father t~arfng up the "Marxist books~ the 
mo~ement gave him to study. H~ lived for a while on one of 'the 
HH kibbutzim. 

He completely rejects any notion of discrimination in Israel 
and in~ists he never experienced ft nor felt any difference between 
himself and Ash.ke.nazi frfend.s and colleagues. He i.s quite ada
mant about this point, almost sullen. ~owever, when assured by 
the interviewer that his response will be recorded as gi.ven, he 
becomes more relaxed and volunteers t~at although he is sure dis
crimination never .existed in tne army~ he does · sometimes ·brood 
over an inctdent that occurred in 1966 - when h·e worked i.n· civU 
service •nd was passed over for a promotion while a less quali- · 
fied Ashkenazi coll~ague reteived ft. Perhaps the prahlem exists, 
he suggests, out ft is de.ffnftely not the norm . •rrs·rael ·i's . just 
like other societies, where people don't like each other ~ecause 
they are di:f'ferent . 11 

He scorns the Black Panthers. · "They are people · not working, 
not involved, ne.ver tri.ed to rai:se themselves. 11 He sudde.nly · 
adds, "Like Ameri.ca, filacks .and whites i.n Israe.1 don~· t . g~t along 
sometimes." 

.. . 
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·· · Agai.n h.e tells· me n·e won"t di.'scuss· poli:tf.cs (jny reputation 
precedes me}. and then comments, "Tti:-s heal.thy for a country wh.en 
there is a rotation; first the left, then the right\~ 

. Ram makes it clear that he appr9ves ~ightil·y of the Begin/ 
Ahsron government, that h·e vot.ed for Likud, intens to vote for 
it ag~in, and will maek sure ~fs wife continues to vote likud 
(the latter s·afd with :a fond smile at his spouse).. 

He then, in what I find not at all aty~ical am6ng many 
Israelis wto h~ve no strong fdeolqgical commiimen~ and who I 
find more pragmatic than American voters, tells me that . "tbe 
majority in this country -- even thos~ who support Lfkud -- . 
believe that a Palestinian state is fnevftable; the questiori 
is how and when. This is certainly true in the circles in which 
I move ,..- mostly pe~ple who vote . L ikud. 11 

Then how can he plan to move to the villa in the occupied 
· territories he 'is presently completing? He laughs, tells me, · 

"I will be a pawn for peace, and make a profit too. Remember 
Yamit?" He says this lil<e a reasonable busi~ess man, not· a 
cynic. · · 

H i s w i. f e , who ha s 1 a i d o u t a tempt i n g spread , q u i et l y 
interjects that although stie did vote Likud as he instructed 
her, if "Ezer Wet:zman reany comes back into poll.tics, I ·will . 
vote for him." 

Ram i.s serenely conffden.t about the future aJthough he 
says, "life is good but ft could be better . People owe too 
much money. 11 He expects nfs· ch.i ldren to go to unfversity· ~ 
It pleases him that . he can do so much mo~e for tits children 
than hfs parents were able to do for tifm . 

..: 
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NOTES AND CONCLUSIONS 

Drora S. , Rafi A. ahd Ram C. may be considered typical of many 
Israelis of Afro-Asian herftage, either ffrst generatfori Sabras 

·or transplanted at an early age, who fielong to tfie forty percent 
of Sephardim that escaped the culture of po\rerty ·which traps so 
many of their brethren. 

It should be pointed out, however, th.at this writer h.ad to 
go o u ts i de th e c i r c 1 e of i n t e.11 e c tu a 1 s a n d a cad em i c s s he . ha s known 
in their community ove.r th.e years, a.son the wlto·1e they are far 
less sanguine, if equally successful in economic and social· terms~ 
than my three subjects. American Jews who care about Israel a~d · 
wish to. better understand ~he real significance of the widely misun
derstood and misinterpreted Sephardi support for Begin, on the one 
hand, and its disaffection from the Labor party, on the other 
(and the two are not by any means the same thi~g) will, I believe, 
have to begin talking and listening to different people than those 
who have been their interpret~rs of the problem, when it was re
ferred to at all, in recent years. 

Over the past seventeen years I have had t~e unique opportu
nity of int~rviewing "everybody' who is anybody'.' tn the Sephardi 
community in Israel: eg., Yitzhak Navon, when he was still a 
member . of the ·Knesset and one of Ben Gurion's right-hand ~ides; 
Charlie Bitori, the Black Panth~r, who fihally ma~e it to the 
Knesset by way of the Communist party! In people like journ~list 
Nissim Rejwan and sociologist Sarni Smooha, as ~the problem" 
w a s d e.n i e d a n d s u ppr es s e d , den o u n c e d a n d d i i s mi s s e d , I ·ha v e seen · 
the growing rage, cynicism and frustration toward both the Israeli 
Left and .Right, of people Who are "successful.~ but increasingly 
bitter. 

My recent interviews with some of the you~g intellectuals and 
leaders of Tami, the new Sep ha rd i party 1 ed b.y Aharon Ab.uha tze i ra 
are a case in point that should be closely observed. Perhaps their 
feeling toward the pr~sent gove~nment can best be summed up by a 
now famous sc~ne, fla~hed over Israel TV one ev~ntng from the 
Zionist Congress debacle, showing one of these youhg Tami men 
shaking his fist in the face of a Likud leader and screaming "We 
put you in power, and we're going to kick you otit." · 

This .does not mean that he, or the intellectuals and acade~ 
mies presently unwilling to be i:nvolved with ·~ poli.tical move
ment or party are going to move toward Lab.or, · and American Jews 
should understand why. These Sephardim know perfe.ctly well the ,I 
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Laban-oriented sources of the stories occasiorially breaking into 
Western media, w~ether Jewish or secular, about the alleged great 
unwashed tidal wave of Sepnardi. hard~hat~, ·who support Begin 

·because th~y hate Ara6s. They know, as do most informed people, ~ 
that Sephardfm are noticealile fiy. their absence ffom tfie movemerits 
that b~st sym5olite this spirit, particularly Gush Emunim. They · 
know, what Labor leaders -- and others on the Left, to their .shame 
-- refuse to deal · with, or, worse yet, still defend -- that th.e 
Labor movement, out of ignorance, and sometimes out of prejudic~, 
was largely responsible for the conditions whlch created the famous 
"gap• II 

Fin~lly, they know in their gut what this writer he~rd first
hand from many labor-affiliated, Ashkenazf leaders, ~eg fnning in 
1966, when the Governmen~ of Israel arranged dozens of appointments 
for me, over a period of a montb, with politicians, educato~s and · 
others who could answer .Questions I was raising in relati.on .to th.is 
subject. Even then, Seph.ardi' leaders I met with·, · including Navan, 
assured me t~at the. problem was real, was . growing, would explode i.f 
not addressed. The Ashkenazf response ranged frdm denying a problem 
to suggestions that 11 moroc.can brains are smaller," to tf.te pious 
assertion that "It will take ten generaftons for them to catch up 
with us." .Nor are Sephardim unaware of the fact that orre of the 
major reasons for Golda Mefr~s government~s drive to bri~g Ru~si.an 

· Jews to Israel ·was the ·conern tfiat . "we not b.ecome a black nati.on . " 
Wh.ether the word II black II was U·S ed' or whet her t fie code WO rd . 
"Levantine" som~times w~s employed~ just such rationales were ·. 
shared with me, when (as a new AJC staff person whose very diffe~ent 
attitudes and sympathies were unknown to the spe~kers at the time} · 
I had meetings with Israeli officials in the early and middle 
seventies . 

What can Disapora Jews do about this pronlem, which has 
recently take on some new,urgent and sinlster overtones, with the 
unfortunate outbreak in Israel of wall sloganeering against 
"Ashkenazim," and . toward solutions? l w.ould ma.k.e th.e. following 
modest suggestions. · · 

1. Every leadership delegation traveling to Is~ael should allow 
a minimum of one day to meet with Sephardi leaders represeryti~g a 

. broad grouping of polittcally affiliated and unafftltated, estab
li5hment a~d no~-esta5lishment, academic and profess~nal indi
viduals. Sources· must .tie found who are truste.d in the Se.ph.ardi 
community, and who ·are serfous about fts importance, Our · le.a.der
ship in the past ~a·s t>een exposed only to a minimal number of 
Se~hardim. Nor should one accept the argument that "they .donlt 
speak English, 11 or that the 11 WOJAC speaks for them." Neither · is 
true. 
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2 ~ AJC s~ould explore sponsorship of semt~ars, perhaps in 
cooperation with other Je~i~h ·agenci~s and institutfons, where 
Sephardi leaders will have an opportunity to address th~ question~ 
they feel i~portant, and those to which they ·feel related. American 
Jewish leaders should participate with these . 

3. American Jews, particularly those who have experi~nce ~ith · 
fighting racist, religious or ethnic stereotypes in this natio~, 

: ~ . ·"""'- =- ·. :: 

can help set a tone that would, I believe, ove~ a peridd "of time, 
JTJake a meaningful contribution to raising the level of tb.e dis-· 
cussion . Sitting in over the last decade on a h~mber of semi-public 
and private meetings under AJC auspices in- which Isr~elis of 
European or Western extraction expressed, in dubious terms, their 
s en s e 6 f Se p ha rd i in t e 11 e c tu a l c a pa c i t y o r cu l t ti r a 1 de v e 1 o pm e.n t , 
it has been disturbing to note that these assu~ptions, on the whol~, 
have not been challenged, whether out of poltteness ~r latk of 
knowledge. 

O~e do~sn't bave to be Sephardi to recognize that there has 
· been a tendency in Israel to exalt everything "Western, 11 and deni
grate every.thing "Eastern." Amert can Jews ne ~d to become more familiar 
with -- and should raise questions about -- what is taught in 
Israeli schools afi.out Sephardim, and with te.acher attitudes -- as 
the interviews above suggest . Nor fs it necessary to reverse the 
bias -- not all Sephardi cuisine is superior to all Ashkenazi cuisine 
any more than every Eastern European Jew comes from a personal heri
tage combining the Raal Shem Tov, Ein~tein and Chagall. It would 

-be helpful, however, if we demonstrate some healthy skepticism to 
those Israelis who have dominated the information we have been fed · 
on this issue, in ~ur future contacts. 

As has been said ;·n a different context, only Israelis can 
vote in Israeli. elections, only they can finally determine the shape 
and health of their society. But if AmericBn Jews who support . 
Israel financially and politi.cally do h.ave ·a ri.gh.t, indeed ·a respo.nsi . ..: 
bility, to dissent from· politi~s they beli~ve are harmful td ·· 

· Israel's long term self interest, then surely th.e question of the 
condittoni treatment and attitudes of Isra~l ~s majority population; 
the Sephardirn, is one with which we must becom.e -familiar and to 
which we must address ourselves. 
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In converting this from axm.DaaxamimD an internal memorandum 

to a general report, I decided to omit iDy concluding paragraph in 

which I wrote; in view of Carter's continuing interest in forging a 
bipartisan citizen coalition behind his ·ideas for Middle East peace, 

"I therefore believe that disc·ussions should • be held 

to examine how we can best channel · this interest in a positive 

direction and preve·nt it ~rom becoming a new source of -acrimony 

between Israel and the United States." 

I ~hink you ~ight want to incorporate this idea in your 

covering note to our people. 

P.S. In terms of institutional credit, you might want to note my 

intervention regarding the Fez declaration as inconsistent with U.S. 

peace efforts (pp.8-9.) 
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THE CARTER CENTER MIDEAST CONSULTAT ION: 
What Significance for U. S. Peace Efforts? 

by George E. Gruen 
Dir ect or, Middle East Affairs 

The i naugural p r oj ec t of the Carter Center of Emo~y Univers i ty was a 
four-day Middle East Consultation, which brought together an impressive array of 
" po l icymakers and scho l ars " t o discuss "the region's present and f ut ure 
conc;lition. " The ob j ec tive, as s t ated i n th e offi c ial progr·am, was that "by 
bringing together people of r eflection and ac tion, the Car t er Center hopes not 
only to encourage better understanding of the issues fac ing the Middle Eas t , but 
to generat e practical suggestions for salutary change." 

This repor t is a pers onal assessment of the ex.tent to which t he conference, 
held in Atlanta, Georgia in November, 1983, met its stated objec tives . I will 
evaluate t h e pos itive and negative features of the consultation, the follow up 
activities that ar e being planned, and .the problems, challenges and possible 
opp.o r tuni t.ii e!'l t hat are likel.y to emerge as a consequence of the de.clared 
intention of former Presi dent Jimmy _C;:irter, with the active s upport of former 
President Gerald Ford, to influence Amer ican public attitudes and governmental 
pol i cies wi th regard t o Middle Eas t issues. 

The consul t at i on consis ted of ten publ ic s essi ons on the f ollowing topics: 
Egypt, Saudi Ar abia, Lebanon, Sov ie t I nteres t s in t he Mi dd le East, Syria, 
Jordan , The Wes t Bank, I s r~e l , The Pales tin i an Community, Summat i on. The 
subject of lJnited States In t erests i n the Middl e East was dea lt with in brief 
rem~rks by Carter and Ford at the ·formal dinner on Sunday evening . 

All these ses s fons and the dinner wer e open to the med i a. Cable Net work 
News taped the sess i ons . Att endanc e ~as by i nvi tati on on ly, and s eparate 
tickets were needed f o r admi ssion to each event. The "spec ially inv i ted 
guests " from out of town, s uc h as myself and other academi c and institut ional 
representatives with Middle Eas t int e rests, were able t o receive tickets to all 
the sess i ons . St uden ts and facu l ty fr om Emor y and members of th e Atlanta 
community had to apply for tickets on a s ess i on by s ess ion bas i s, subject to 
availabil i Ly . 

The only non- public discussions were du r i ng the luncheons provided fo r the 
conference participants . Accor ding to s everal Is raeli and American par t icipants 
wi th whom 1 spoke, no di~lomalic breaklhroughs or even significant departures 
from publicly s tated pos i t.ions developed dur i ng these prival:. e sessions . l t is 
possible that Car t e r or Ford had some important conversations on a one-to-on~ 
basis with some of the foreign di plomats. There is always in diplomacy what is 
known as the back channel , but I would be surpris ed if the foreign part icipants 
chose to relay important messages to the United States Government vla either of 
the t wo former presidents . 
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Relevance and focus of t he Conference 

This brings me to the question of the relevance of the consultation to the 
central issues in _the Middle East today . As the above listing of topics makes 
clear, the Carter Center Consultation focused on Jimmy Car t er's perceived 
pribrities : the need to bring about full compliance with the provisions of the 
Camp David Accords and to seek ways to mover toward a compr ehensive Arab- I srael 
peace by broadening participation in the Camp David process to include 
Palestinian and Jordanian representatives, a nd, eventually , the Syrians and 
Lebanese as well. 

Whi l e this remains a noble obj ective , one got a sense that the conference 
organizers were som~what out of t ouch with current Mi ddle Eas t realities . Since 
the conference was firs t planned more than a year ago, the organizers might not 
have anticipated t he figh t ing in Tripoli between pro- and an t i-Ar afat elements 

. in the Pal estine Liberation Organization, whith was in the headlines at the time 
the conference met. However, the deepeni ng spl i t within the PLO had been wi~ely 
predicted by Middle Ea·st analyst s in t he aftermath of the PL O removal f r om 
Beirut in August 1982~ 

Since the Iran-Iraq war has been raging for more than t hree years, the 
failure to devote even one session to the Pe rsian Gulf conflict seems 
inexplicable . I ndeed, Professor Udo Steinbach, the director of the Oeutsches 
Orient · Institu t, in Hambur g, made a point of noting tha t t he threatened 
escalation of th~ Iran-Iraq war to t he c losing of t he Straits of Hormuz and the 
subsequent int erruption of ~il s uppli es would have f ar more wide-reaching 
economic and politi~al consequences for West ern Europe and J apan than the likely 
developments on the Pales tinian i ssu e~ He add ed that the r e lative strategic 
positions of the United States and the US SR coul d also be profoundly affected by 
changes in the I raqi or Irani an regimes . (T he explana t.i on I was given by a 
conference org aniz e r for the omi ss ion was t hat s ince one c ou l d not cover 
everything, they decided to "concentrate pn t f"le cq r e i ss ues ." I suspect that 
there may have . a l so been a ps ychologica l factor a t wo r k. Camp David was 
President Carter' s outstanding foreign policy s ucc ess. An y di scussiqn of the 
Iran- Iraq war would inevitabl y invol ve a di scussion of the Khomeini regime ' s 
policies, includi ng the holdi ng of Amer ic an hos tages f.o r 444 days , and their 
release thirty minutes after Ronald Reagan' s inauguration. Not exactly a 
subject Jimmy Carter would be eager t o recal l! ) 

The extent to which the Middle Eas t has changed since the Carter presidency 
was revea l ed in other ways as well. After one passed through the me.ta! 
detectors at the entrance to the main lobby,one was greeted by a large photo
display of scenes from Camp David and other meetings of President Carter with 
Middle East dignitaries. ·The first larger than life color photo showed a 
smiling Jimmy Carter shaking hands with a smiling Hafez al - Assad .• This was at 
their meeting in Geneva in May 1977 dur ing the brief American- Syrian honeymoon. 
In contrast to the smiling Assad of 1977, the Syr i an representative at the 
consultation, Min i ster of St~te for f or eign Affairs farouk al-Sharaa, launc.hed 
into a vitriolic tirade against the United States Government for its alleged l y 
aggressive stand toward the Arab world and its joining with Israel in plans to 
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threaten Syria. President Carter himself interrupted one session to announce 
that he had just been handed an AP dispatch that Syria had called up its 
reserves and ordered a general mobilization. 

Much of the discussion during the conference concentrated on . how one could bring 
about a resumption of the Camp David peace process. It was left to former 
Ambassador Philip Habib · to stress in the concluding ·session that while he shar~d 
the desire to achieve a comprehensiv·e peace, unless im.rnediate steps were taken 
to resolve the crisis. in Lebanon, there would not be any Lebanon left by the 
time talks for a comprehensive peace got underway. 

Intellectually Stimulating but Diplo.matically Sterile Talks 

Academically, the discussions were certainly interesting and it was a 
unique experience to attend a four-day ~erninar in which the professors were two 
former Presidents of the United States, who took an active role in subjecting 
the speakers to questions and at times even tough .cross examination. However, 
from the standpoint of making diplomatic progress the format and composition 
were not likely to bring success. The presence of the public and represen
tatives of the media m~de it difficult for the governmental speakers to go 
beyond their official positions. For example, when Crown Prince Hassan of 
Jordan was asked whether in view of the intensive fighting within the PLO, his 
brother King Hussein was now more ready to work with West Bank Palestinians to 
create a negotiating team bypassing Yasir Arafat, Hassan said that it would not 
be appropriate for him to comment on this in public, especia~ly since it might 
appear that he was trying to take advantage of Arafat's misfortune. He added 
that he had also to consider the fact that Jordanian diplomats had been attacked 
in three countries in the past few weeks by a "group that is expert in 
terrorism" ( identified by others as the Syrian-backed Abu Nidal group that had 
defected from al-Fatah a decade ago). 

· Moreover , ~he A!l1erican participants, while · quite distinguished comprised as 
Who's Who, or more precisely a Who Was Who of American diplomacy in the Middle 
East, including former Secretary of Sta~e Cyrus Vance; Ambassador Philip Habib; 
Ambassador Sol M. Linowitz; former National Security Advisor, Dr. Zbigniew 
Brezezinski; · Dr. Joseph Sisco, former Under-Secretary of State for Political 
Affairs; Dr. William Quandt and Dr. Harold Saunders, formerly of the National 
Security Council and Department ~f State. Yet not one of the official parti
cipants was a current member of the Reagan Administration. Thus, the ·absence of 
any senior member of the present administration undercut whatever aspirations 
former President Carter may have had that the Carter Center Consultation would 
somehow serve a real diplomatic purpose, and not only from a public relations 
and public education role. 

The absence of any formal Israeli governmental representative also 
militated against the conference serving as a channel for diplomacy. In 
addition to retired diplomat Gideon Raphael, and former Jerusalem Vice-Mayor 
Meron Benvenisti, there were several Israeli academic participants, including 
Prof. Itamar Rabinovich, Director, Dayan Center of the Shiloah Institute for 
Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv University; Prof. Yehoshua Porath, 
the Hebrew University, Jerusalem; and Prof. Haiin Shaked currently at the Center 
for Advanced International Studies, University of Miami. They did a good job in 
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clarifying the issues, but they were generally Israelis of the opposition Labor 
Alignment or even more dovish in their personal views. At his concluding press 
conference, President Carter said that the governmental representatives from 
Syria, Jordan and Saudi Arabia had privately expressed their appreciation to him 
for the opportunity of hearing Israeli views firsthand. At the concluding 
public session, however, after Carter had noted tha·t he was pleased that the 
Arabs didn't walk out when the lsraelis spoke, the Syrian delegate stressed that 
he came only because this was an "academic" gathering and that the Israelis were 
not official governmental spokesmen. 

Controversy Over Israeli Po_licy 

There was some difference of op1n16n among Jewish observers at the 
conference as to whether or not the Israel Government acted wisely in declining 
lo send an official participant. President Carter had invited Prime Minister 
Begin to attend or to designate someone when Carter had visited Jerusalem in 
March 1983. The official explanation for Israeli non-participation was the 
alleged participation of PLO members. Both the State Department and President 
Carter denied that any PLO member was invited to participate in the conference. 
Professor Walid Khalidi, a Palestinian-born political scientist at the American 
University of Beirut who is currently at Harvard, led the discussion on the 
Palestinian Community. Professor Khalidi, who has in articles i~ Foreign 
Affairs advocated the creation of a West Bank Palestinian state that would live 
in peace with Israel, emphasized several times th~t "I represent no one but my 
OWn COnSCience, II but added that he believed that the personal VieWS he expressed 
were shared by a majority of the Palestinian people. Professor Khalidi, an 
articulate advocate of Palestinian nationalism, concedes that he has met 
numerous times with Arafat, but insists that his objective was to convince the 
PLO leader to renounce terrorism and accept coexistence with Israel. Khalidi 
denies the Israeli charge that he is a formal member of the Palestine National 
Council, the PLO's legislative body. 

I doubt that the Israeli decision not to participate officially was based 
solely on the technical question of whether Professor Khalidi or Professor Nafez 
Nazzal of Bir. Zeit University, who was a panelist in the discussion of the West 
Bank, were formally affiliated with the PLO. I believe the Israelis felt that 
the Begin and Shamir policies would be the focus of criticism during the 
conference and they did not wish to dignify such a conference by official 
participation. Indeed many speakers, including Carter, Ford and Brzezinski, 
repeated the charge that the Begin government had departed from the letter and 
spirit of U.N. Security Council Resolution 242 with regard to the West Bank, · and 
had violated the alleged commitment regarding an unlimited freeze on settle
ments, which Carter claims (and Begin denies) was given by the Prime Minister 
at Camp David. (Sol Linowitz, in an op-ed article, "Questioning Begin's 
Credibility," Washington Post, June 16, 1983, attempted to defuse the issue by 
attributing it to ari honest misunderstanding, but it apparently still rankles 
Jimmy Carter.) 

The .prominence given to the West Bank settlements issue was reflected .in 
the fact that this was one of two sessions--the other was on Soviet Interests in 
the Middle East--held in the Glenn Memorial Church Auditorium, which has a 
seating capacity of about 2,400. The other sess~ons were in the much smaller 
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Woodruff Medical Center Administration Building Auditorium, which has a capacity 
of only 500. I was told that this reflected the organizers' estimate of which 
sessions would attract the greatest publtc interest and demand for tickets. My 
huncn is that the decision also reflected Carter's own sense of priorities and 
the two issues on which his administration differed significantly from that of 
President Reagan. Carter in fact criticized the Reagan Administration for 
retreating from the Carter position that the settlements were "illegal'." (Reagan 
has called them legal but lately has called for a freeze to induce the 
Jordanians to enter negotiations.) 

Projections of Demogr~phic and Politi~al Trends on th~ West Bank 

The major presentation at the West Bank session was by former deputy mayor 
of Jerusalem Meron Benvenisti, who outlined the findings of his data base study 
of developments in the West Bank. The actual statistics he presented provided 
a mixed picture. On an individual basis, the Arabs were prospering, building 
much new housing and benefitting economically from the Israeli settlement 
actjvity, as .well as from remittances from Palestinians working outside the 
territories. Virtually none of the new .Jewish settlements were ideologically 
motivated or depriving Arabs of arable land. They were either urban or 
suburban, serving as bedroom commun'it.ies for Israelis who commuted to work in 
Israel within the Green Line (the pre-1967 Armistice Demarcation Line). 
Benvenisti noted that the rate of Arab emigration was less under_ the Israeli 
administration than it had been under the Jordanian, and he predicted that 
despite continued Israeli settlement activity there would be no significant 
change in the ratio of Arabs to Jews either in the territories or in the entire 
region from the Mediterranean to the Jordan River over the course of the next 
ten to twenty years. 

But against these relatively optimistic figures., Benvenisti set the fact 
that there has been stagnation in the communal and political life of the· Arabs 
in the territories~ and he ended with a dire prediction of growing turmoil and 
strife unless there was a change in current political policies and actions. 
Benvenisti was followed by Nafez Nazzal, a political scientist from the West 
Bank's Bir Zeit University~ who is currently a visiting professor al the 

'University of Pennsylvania. Nazzal painted a · grim picture of the repression and 
suppression he said was being inflict~d upon the Palestinians by the Israeli 
military authorities, contended that there was no legal way for Palestinians to 
seek redress from the Israelis' arbitrary actions, and concluded with a 
passionate app·eal for American help lo assure the Palestini;::ms of their human 
rights. His re~arks brought the strongest and most sustained applause for any 
speaker at the conference. · · 

~i~ited Opportunity to Present Israeli Position 

There was no time for questions at the conclusion of the West Bank session, 
so it was not possible for anyone in the audience to challenge Nazzal's sweeping 
charges or to point out, for example, that the Arabs have in several instances 
brought cases to the Israel High Court of Justice and succeeded in obtaining 
court orders revoking planAed land confiscations. The Israeli authorities have 
also taken measures to curb vigilante action by extremists among the Israeli 
settlers. 
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Carter announced that questions regarding the West Bank settlements and the 
situation of the Palestinians could be raised at the following sessions devoted 
to Israel and the Palestinian Community. But sin6e those were held in the 
smaller auditorium and required other tickets, few of those at the session in 
the church had the opportunity to hear Gideon Raphael, the former director
general of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, present the Israeli perspective. 

After noting that he was not an official government spokesman, but only a 
· retired diplomat, Raphael presented what he said ~a~ the broad consensus within 
Israel. He emphasized the extent to which conflict and turmoil in the Middle 
East stemmed from local disputes that had nothing to do with the Arab-Israel 
conflict or the Palestinian issue. He noted the danger of the superpower 
rivalries, and stressed Israel's desire for peace, its readiness to compromise 
in negotiations, and its commitment to the territorial integrity and indepen
dence of Lebanon. 

(' Raphael expressed appreciation for Crown Prince Hassan's concern over the 
spread of terrorism and suggested the creation of an Alliance to Counter 
Terrorism (ACT) . He also repeated an Israeli proposal that the Middle East 
beco~e a nuclear free zone and suggested that the Carter Center might well be 
the venue for academic ~iscussions on how to curb the dangerous arms race and 
prevent nuclear proliferations. in the Middle East. Raphael did not specifically 
respond to the Benvenisti . or Nazzal presentations, but· et"l)phasized that the root 
cause of the Palestinians' plight was their refusal to negotiate. He quoted Abba 
Eban's remark that "the Palestinians have never missed a chance lo lose an 
opportunity." 

Raphael' did respond specifically to some of the Arab remarks. For example, 
the new Saudi Ambassador to Washington, Prince Bandar bin Sultan, had complained 
that Israel's refusal to heed a request relayed by U.S. envoy Robert McFarlane 
that Israel delay its withdrawal from the Shuf mountains by 72 hours had 
allegedly resulted in the scuttling of a delicate Saudi effort, in which he was 
involved, to bring about an agreement between President Amin Gemayel and Druze 
leader Wal id ·Jumblatt. Raphael noted that Israel gets blamed no matter what it 
does--the Arabs complain that Israel refuses to withdraw from the West Bank and 
then complain again when Israel does withdraw from the Beirut area. Many 
speakers had earlier commented on the diplomatic skills of the articulate, 
suave, slender, Wes tern-dressed P ri nee Bandar, .who belied · the traditional 
stereotypes of the Saudis, and who had played an effective behind-the-scenes 
role i~ Washington during the AWACS fight. Raphael picked up on this and noted 
that if Prince Bandar had personally come to Jerusalem, instead of relying on 
the Americans to relay his messages, the Israel Government would surely have 
"succumbed to his irresistible charm'' and agreed to delay the Shuf withdrawal. 

Suave Saudi Envoy Reiterates Opposition to Israel 
( 

Despite his excellent English and ~oderately phrased language, the essence 
of Prince Bandar's message was quite negative from the Israeli point of view. 
His address was the only text made available to the press. When one reads it 
carefully one finds a subtle restatement of the Saudis' traditional rejection of 
a Jewish state as alien to the concept of Islamic sovereignty. Following a plea 
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for the West to understand their deep commitment to Islamic values and to stop 
looking at the Saudis simply in terms of their oil and st rat eg ic location, the 
new Ambassador implicitly compared Israel to the short-lived Crusader Kingdom in 
Palestine: 

American attitudes and policy toward the Middle East often seem to 
have little s~nse of what is deeply rooted, proven and abiding in our 
part of the world -- which peoples and institutions have verified 
themselves there over the course of many centuries and which have 
their own broad-based staying power in the region. And what, in 
contrast, is a passing transplant, dependent on permanent and ever
increasing artificial respiration from outside -- yet unwilling or 
unable to become a part of the area and to respect the longer-term 
realities there. 

In a much earlier period, the Eurbpean Crusades were able to maintain 
a costly, bloody and precarious presence of sorts on and off for about 
a century at the eastern edge of the Mediterranean. But that. is 
hardly any time at all in history and as the abiding patterns in our 
part . of the world must be measured. 

(Significantly, the text released by the Saudi Information Office did not 
contain his remarks about the Israeli withdrawal from the Shuf.) 

Clash Between Syrian and Lebanese Representatives 

Syria's attitude to Lebanon evoked an interesting exchange among the 
Syrian, Lebanese and Israeli spe·akers. Syrian Minister of State .for Foreign 
Affairs Farouk al~Sharaa complained that the Lebanese-Israeli agreement of May 
17 not · only threatened Syria's security but violated Lebanon's sovereignty by 
permitting continued Israeli reconnaissance flights over Lebanese territory. Dr. 
Wadi Haddad, the Special Advisor for National Affairs to the Lebanese President, 
responded that while Lebanon would be sensitive to the security concerns of 
neighboring Syria, no one had a .right to tell Lebanon with whom to conclude 
agreements and how to preserve its national interests. The Syrian delegate 
insisted that Syrian forces were in Lebanon not as ·occupiers but at the 
invitation of the Lebanese, and would withdraw only after the Israelis had 
concluded an unconditional withdrawal without any political gains. The Lebanese 
delegate, in response to a question from Carter as to whether the Lebanese 
Government had specifically requested the withdrawal of the Syrian as well as 
the Israeli forces, responded that the Lebanese Government had done so "many 
times," the most recent being .a letter from President Gemayel to President Assad 
"on the eve of the Geneva reconciliation talks." 

When his turn came, Gideon Raphael noted that the Syrians had never 
formally recognized Lebanese sovereignty by establishing an embassy in Beirut. 
As regards the matter of Israeli overflights, he revealed that when the Syrian 
forces first entered Lebanon in 1976, the Syrians had directly assured Israel 
that; their forces were entering only as "peacekeepers," that they would not 
threaten Israel's interests, and that the Syrians agreed specifically not to 
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interfere with the continuation of Israeli aerial reconnasisance flights. 
Raphael added, "I know, because I was the recipient of Pr.esident. Assad's 
message." Mr. al-Sharaa did not respond. 

Sharp Exchange Ov~r Soviet Intentions 

On the Soviet Union, ·while Reagan sees the Russians as our main adversary 
in the region, Carter spoke glowingly about the value of the October 1, 1977 
U.S.-Soviet joint communiqu~, which was to serve as a basis for Soviet co
operation with the U.S. in co-chairing a Geneva Conference to bring about a 
comprehensive solution of the Arab-Israel conflict. Although the Geneva 
conference has not been resumed, Carter in Atlanta continued to advocate a 
cooperative rather than confrontational approach to the Soviet Union. It was on 
this issue that former President Ford openly differed with Carter. After Soviet· 
Embassy Counselor Alexander Zotov had delivered a speech emphasizing Moscow'.s 
peaceful intentions, its eagerness to resume the kind of cooperation that had 
been symboli2ed by the October 1977 joint communiqu~, and had professed a 
reluctance to ship arms to the Middle East, President Ford sharply questioned 
Zotov as to how his protestations of peaceful intentions squared with Moscow's 
actual conduct. Ford cited the rapid and massfve Soviet resupplying of Syria 
with the most sophisticated surface to air missiles and other armaments, which 
had contributed to the recent hardening of Syria's position on Lebanon and its 
growing militancy. UCLA Professor Steve Spiegel commented that the Soviet · 
statement reminded him of the song from "Oklahoma," nr 'm just a gi r 1 who can't 
S!3y no." 

Is ~he Fez Declaration Compatible with Camp David? 

A recurrent theme of the consultation was that "time is of the essence" and 
that the peace process should not be allowed to drift simply because of the 
approaching American elections. At the opening session on Sunda~ a(ternoon, 
lJsamah al-Baz, Political Affairs Advisor to the Egyptian President, suggested 
informal preliminary talks to determine on what points there was agreement and 
then leave to more formal sessions the issues in dispute. In his remarks at the 
dinner that night President Carter endorsed this idea. Even though the Lebanon 
War had captured the headlines at the time he travelled through the middle East 
last March, he said, most of his discussions had centered on . dealing with the 
root causes of the Arab-Israel conflict. Despite predictable differences on 
details, he said that in his discussions with Middle East leaders he found a 
"surprising degree of compatibility in the principles" contained · in Security 
Council resolution 242, the Camp David Accords, the Reagan initiative and also 
the Fez Arab League Summit resolutions. He believed this provided the basis for 
finding common ground to make peace~ President Ford also endorsed the idea of 
putting all these four items in the hopper as a basis for resuming talks. 

During the brief question period, I asked for clarification from the two 
forll)er presidents regarding the assumed compatibqity ·of the Arab League's Fez 
declaration with the other three bases of the American-sponsored peace process. 
I pointed out that the Sinai Agreement of 1975, concluded with the help of 
President Ford, and the Camp David Accords under President Carter were based 
upon Resolutions 242 and 338 and had involved direct Egyptian-Israeli 
negotiations with American assistance. Similarly, the Reagan initiative, while 
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calling for Israeli concessions, called on the Arab states to clearly recognize 
Israel and enter into direct negotiations with her. This approach was in marked 
contrast to the Fez statement which simply set out the list of Arab demands 
against Israel and called for the creation of an independent Palestinian State, 
but did not Rrovide for any active commitment by the Arab states to recognize 
Israel or enter into negotiations. The elliptical Fez statement that "the UN 
Security Council guarantees the security of .all states in the region," I added, 
did not reassure Israel in view of the failure of the UN to assure the security 
of Afghanistan or bring an end to the Iran-Iraq war. I therefor~ wondered how 
they could find the Fez declaration compatible with the active negotiating 
approach they had successfully pursued in their efforts for peace? 

President Ford replied that he .was merely suggesting that the Fez 
declaration be listed together with the other elements as "a bait to hook" the 
Arabs to agree to come to the bargaining table, and then substantive nego
tiations could begin. He agreed that the Fez declaration was not an "operative" 
basis for negotiations. President Carter add~d that the Fez declaration "was 
t oo general to suit me personally," but that if the Israelis wanted to say they 
were coming on the basis of 242 and Camp David, and some Arabs said they were 
coming on the basi~ of Fez, ~nd others preferred the Reagan initiative, that was 
all right as long as they agreed to meet together. The crucial thing, he 
repeated , was the readiness of the parties to negotiate. · · 

Several persons came up to me afterwards · to thank me for having pointed out 
the inadequacies of the Fez declaration. Sol Linowitz and Gideon Raphael later 
underscored this point in their own remarks as well. They pointed out that. if 
Resolution 242 or the · Camp David Accords were diluted or tampered with, the 
Israelis would refuse to participate and no further negotiations could proceed. 

Pr.esident Carter Criticfzes Arab lr)transigence 

It seems that our criticisms had some effect on President Carter's 
thinking. After Professor Khalidi said that one "did not need to know how t.o 
decipher hieroglyphics in order to understand that the general thrust of the Fez 
declaration was in the direction of movement toward recognition of Israel," 
President Carter interrupted to say that this was not enough. The Arabs had to 
recognize Israel in clear language that the man in the street would understand. 
When Khalidi said that he realized that it would be hard for the Israeli leaders 
"to sell" the Fez declaration to their people, Carter interrupted again to say 
testily, "and r don't think they should buy it either!" 

Despite Carter's criticism of the Israeli Government's settlement policy 
and Begin's interpretation of Palestinian autonomy, which Carter contended were 
contributing factors to the failure of King. Hussein or the Palestinians to enter 
the Camp David negotiations, the former President conceded that not all the 
blame fell upon Israel. While the United State$ could and should play an active 
role in facilitating the peace process, the prerequisite for a successful 
outcome was the willingness of at least two parties to negotiate. There was no 
way, he said, "that our country can force itself upon the parties if they are 
unwilling to negotiate." 

) 
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On the final day of the conference the Syrian delegate said that Syria was 
ready to negotiate a just and lasting peace but did not know what were the 
borders of the state of Israel, those of the 1947 UN partition plan, the 1949 
armistice lines, the post-1967 borders, the area including southern Lebanon, or 
the area extending from the Nile to the Euphrates? President Carter interrupted 
him to say, 11You know who the leaders of the State of Israel are and where they 
are. I can assure you personally that if Syria is prepared to negotiate with 
Israel dn the basis of Camp David or without preconditions, the Israeli 
Government will be there to negotiate with you. When you are at the negotiating 
tabie then you can discuss the borders. 11 

· 

Carter ~md ford Stress Presidentj.al Authority in foreign Po lie~ 

Both Presidents Ford and Carter talked about the need for . an American· 
President t o have the power and flexibility to "stir the pot," in Fofd's words, 
·and to exercise leverage upon the parties--as he said President Eisenhower did 
in 1956 when he forced the Israelis to withdraw from Sinai and as Ford himself 
had done when he recalled Se.cretary Kissinger and proclaimed a "reassessment" to 
prod the I~raelis and Egyptians to .stop their "nitpicking" and agree to the 
Sinai II agreement. What Ford did not mention was that after threaten~ng to use 
the ~tick, the United States achieved agreeme~t by using the carrot--offering 
the parties political assurances, considerable additional aid and the presence 
of U.S. observers to monitor compliance with the agreement. (It should be 
remembered that although Eisenhower had called for Israeli's withdrawal in 
November 1956, it was not until four month_s later, after Israel had obtained 
U.S. and UN guarantees of its right to freedom of navigation and a UNEF 
peace-ke.eping force had been stationed along the Gaza Strip and Sinai that 
Israel actually withdrew its forces. This artangement maintained peace for over 
a decade until challenged by Abdul Nasser in May 1967.) · 

At a press conference at the end of the consultation, President Carter 
declared that the talks had "far exceeded our own expectations" and that he and 
President Ford felt encouraged to continue their efforts to promote peace in the 
Middle East. The basic thrust of this cooperative effort of the two former 
presidents had already been outlined in their joint article, "A Time for Courage 
in the Middle East," in the Readerl:i Digest, February 1983. 

In terms of follow up after the Consultation, Carter said that a definitive 
report detailing issues discussed at the conference, ,particularly Palestinian 
autonomy and Israel's security concerns, would be released to all the parties 

. and also be given to the Reagan Adminislration. A conference source told me 
that there were plans for an eventual hardcover volume containing academic 
papers and major addresses, intended for a ·scholarly audience, as well as a 
paperback summarizing President Carter's impressions, for widespread popular 
distribution. 

Plans tp Create a Bipartisan Constituency to Back U. S. Peace Efforts 

A recurrent theme stressed by both former presidents was the need to create 
a bipartisan or non-partisan American popular constituency to strengthen the 
President's hand in his efforts to promote a comprehensive, just and lasting 
peace in the Middle East. They and former U.S. diplomats and Arab rep res en-
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tat'ives frequently alluded to the difficult.y the .United States Government faced 
in taking Middle East initiatives during a presidential election year, as well 
as the tendency of Congress to tie the hands of the Executive Branch. While r· 
did not hear anyone exp'licitly use the term ·"Jewish . lobby" or "pro-Israel 
lobby", there was no doubt that this was what some speakers had in mind when 
they talked of the need to create a constituency to neutralize the power of 
special interest groups, especially during an election year. 

In addition to use of the print media, thought is being given at the Carter 
.Center to preparation of audio-visual materials. The ten public sessions of the 
conference were taped in their entirety by Cable Network News and CNN aired 
excerpts each evening ·and ran the whole series in Atlanta the following weekend. 
How much long~term interest there will be in the media remains to be seen. The 
CBS reporter who was assigned pool coverage of the opening day's sessions for . 
the networks told me that the only item carried by .the network was an excerpt of 
the opening press conference in which the two ~residents urged the Reagan 
Administration to "keep its cool" in Lebanon and not take rash .retaliatory 
action for the killing of the U.S. forces there. The networks were not 
interested in the reminiscences of two former presidents. USA Today featured a 
front-page picture of the two presidents together. There were a couple of 
stories in the New York Times and other major newspapers. · 

In Atlanta itself the consultation was a big story each day, but it had to 
compete· in space with stories of picketing by students and residents wearing 
buttons saying "Stop the Carter Expressway," and reports on public hearings 
into the desirability of building a four-lane Presidential Parkway through a 
park and residential area to provide access to the projected Carter Presidential 
Library. This is also to provide a permanent facility for the Carter Center. 

While many Atlaritans were pleased with the attention their city received as 
a mecca for diplomats and scholars flocking to the Carter consultation, at least 
one taxi driver wa~ unimpressed. When I asked him whether he had heard about 
the consultation, he said that he had briefly ·but couldn't recall much about it. 
When I asked him what he thought about the Carter-ford effort to promote Middle 
East peace, he responded, "they've had their turn, let them go off and play ·golf 
and give so.meone else a chance." 

However, I believe it is most unlikely that Jimmy Carter will take this 
advice. Throughout the consultation he displayed the same cap~city for hard 
work, the determination to pursue his objectives, and the passionate dedication 
to what he believed to be just that characterized his efforts at Camp David. A 
high level State Department official with whom I spoke several weeks later, 
confirmed thal former Presidents Carter and Ford had already come to Washington 
to discuss the Middle East consultation with Reagan administration officials. 
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Messianic Terror 

(Press Summary - March 11, 1984) 

Persistent rumors have indicated that a Jewish underground terror 

movement is allegedly responsible for the series of attacks in 

recent years on Arab l;Lves and property in the administered terri1;pries 

occupied by Israel since 1967. There are those who would trace a 

connecting line from the most serious incident in June 1980, when 

parallel at t empts on the_lives of several West Bank Arab mayors 

resulted in the permane nt crippling of two leading mayors, to the 

most recent incident , earlie r this month, when armed assailants 

opened fire on an Arab passenger bus travelling in the West Bank. 

No one was kil l ed but several passengers were wounded. 

These incidents also include a numbe·r of bomb attacks ~:m Moslem and 

Christian places of worship culminating in the most ser ious attempt, 

just a few weeks ago , to set off bombs on the Temple Mount in 

Jerusalem , site of the El Aksa Mosque . The latter is among Isla~'s 

holiest sites , after Medina in Saudi Arabia, as well as the location 

revered by many Jews, since it is where Solomon' s Temple stood . · The 

area is contro lled by the Arab Waqf, the Moslem trusteeship of 

religious p roperty, and is considered by many observant Jews to be 

"out-of-bounds" until the coming of the Messiah because of its holiness 

that may not be trespassed by Jews in their current state of "impurity'". 

Ne vertheless, a number of nationalistic-minded Jews nave been lobhying 

for control of the Temple Mount because of i ts historic significance. 

They claim that I srael's control of Jerusalem is not ~complete 

. , without the Temple Mount. 

The attempt to set off explosives on the Temple Mount recalled an 

earlier incident over a year ago when an immigrant solpier from the 

U.S . attempted t'o "capture" the Temple Moun~ with the aid of his 

M-16 rifle , but was disarmed by Israel i police after some indiscriminate -· 
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shooting in which he killed a Waqf guard . The soldier who was 

eventually brought to trial appeared to be emotionally disturbed 

and motivated by some Messiaqtic "calling". 

Recently , a group calling itself "T.N . T.", or "Terror Against 

Terror" began taking c r edit for some of the attacks on Ar~bs, 

including those against Moslem and Christian places of worship. 

A Jewish 11nderground movemen~ that had the same nam~ existed several 

years ago, but· was disbanded by Israeli police fol l owing evidence 

that it was planning an insurrection. The police do not believe 

that there has been a revival of the outlawed movement . . In fact , · 

the authorities have persistently denied that there i s any evidence 
., 

that an organized Jewish underground aimed at the Arabs of the West 

Bank exists. The sporadic attacks recorded in recent years hav~ 

been attributed to a var iety of misguided individuals. 

Critics of the Israeli government soon concluded that the police 

were purposely not investig ating the attacks on Arabs and accused 

the authorities of condoning the violence believed to be the work 

· of West Bank .Jewish settlers. The argument most wi dely used wa.s 

that Israel ' s security forces were highly successful in tra~king 

down Arab terror ists but had shown total ineffect iveness in finding 

Jews suspec~ed of terrorizing Ara bs} This accusation received support 

from the publicat ion of the Karp Report (see AJC Press Summaries of 

February 1 2 , 1984 and May 22 , 1983 ) ) sponsored by the office of 

Israel ' s Attorpey- General, which concluded that t~e Israeli police 

had no t pursued the prosecution of cases involvii - ~ act s by Jewish 

settlers aga inst Arabs on the West Bank. 
1 • 

As if prodded by the Karp Report , Israeli secur 'i ' ·Y forces recently 

ach.i.eved some success in pursu i ng the prose~u t. i o · : of Jews accused of 

attacks on Arabs. Only a few ·.,·eeks ago, the poli :;e charged a ,Tewish 

West Bank settler and his acco!:.plice of the fatal =-hooting of a young 

Arab girl, and just this past ~eek the police ma~e t wo major arrests 

related to the recent attack o ·. the Arab passenger ;,us in the West 

Bank and the attempt to blow t· '-' El Aksa Mo-squ~ . 
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Both arrests have resulted in what appears to be a dramatic 

change of direction in the investigation. In both instances, those 

arrested are not West Bank settlers nor is there an indication of 

the existence of classic underground movement behind either of the 

parties involved. In each case, the investigation is under wraps 

and court orders have prohibited the Israeli press from puBlishing 

any identifying information abo~.t the: subjects. For the inost part, 

~owever, interest in the press focused on those suspected of 

attempting to place explosives on the Temple Mount. The same s uspects 

are said to have admitted to at least one attaqk on a mosque that was 

never reported to the police . 

Shuki Ben-Arni , writing i~ Al Humishmar , reports that the four 

suspects in the armed attack on the Arab bus are dissident members 

of Rabbi .Meir Kahane ' s "Jewish Defense League " , known as "Kach" in 

Israel, and that at least two of the four arrested allegedly came 

to Israel from the Un ited States "wit!? the very c l ear intent of 

carrying out attacks a gainst the Arab population of Judea an9 

"Sametr ia". Ac.:::ordir.g to BGn-:_l\m.i, the Israel:i. pol.icP, are investigating 

"who is behind the group , whether its members were organized back 

in the United States , where did they train and who is financing the ir 

activities." He also notes that the police ha.J°e contacted their 

colleagues in the New York City Police for information regarding any 

record of the suspects ' activities in the United States. 

But , as mentioned earlier , almost all attentio~ in the press related 

to those allegedly respon sible for the Temple Mount incident. 

Perhaps it was the initial ann6uncement by Israel Radio that resulted 

in the attention that these suspects have been ~eceiving. Although 

their identities are· not yet know~, they were initially described by 

the State radio as a group of timhonim (eccentrics), unlikely 

to be terrorists. In fact, as details have emerged, they are a 

quasi - mystical group of cult-like people who call themselves the 

B ' nai Yehuda (children of Judah) and dress in bi~lical fashion. 

Ben Landy , writ~ng in a supplement of the Jerusalem Post, noted that 

"in some circles, they were known for their drug qeali~gs, while 

·. to others they were known for their philosophical outbursts regarding 

the coming of the Messiah." He reported that"they would walk with 
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their' faces to the sun even if it meant walking backwards". 
' 

While their religious·, sentiments appear to indicate that they 

shared ultra-Orthodox beliefs, Ilan Bachar, writing in Ma'ariv, 

has discovered that the members of the cult being held by the 

police "eat milk and meat toqether and smoke on the Sabbath", 
- ( Q. 

contrary to the tenents of Orthodox Judaism: 

... . · 

The police are holding three members of the cult and are l.ooking for 

two others, including one of the ring leaders, owner of a gun shop 

in Jaffa, who is believed to have taught the others the use of 

weapons and explosives. They are all Israeli-born and until four· 

years ago lived near Tel Aviv and then moved to Lifta, an abandoned 

· Arab ~illage on the outskirts of Jerusalem . There, without the 

benefits of electricity, running water or other modern facilities, 

they lived their strange existence , .until their arrests last week. 

Danny Rubenstein, a columnist of Davar, published by the opposition 

Labor Party, writes that Israel's security forces and police have 

Jl)anaged " in· a very sh0rt. tj.me ... to uncover. a row of suspects 

involved i n 'Israeli terror ' ... (including ) those suspected of 

shooting the young girl , Aisha el-Bahash, in Nablus ... ;the suspect 

who threw the grenade that killed Emil Grunzweicj. ; . ; members of the 

Kach movement who are being interrogated with regard to dozens of 

attacks against Arabs by the underground Terror Against Terror 

(T.N.T.), and those .. . of B'nai Yehuda who will be charged with the 

attempted attack on the · El Aksa Mosque ." 

With the exception of the shooting of the child i n Nablus, 

Rubenst~in finds that all of the other cases do:. not involve 

settlers. "The other suspects " , he notes, "are only connected in 

a round-about way to the settlements . Habbi Kahane ' s people, who 

move about between Kiryat Arba and the Katif regi nn in Gaza and 

between the settlement in Shilo and Jerusalem, ar ~ accused of acts 

of revenge against Arabs, · but they are not .an int ' ·gr al part of the 

settler ' s· society that is based on people of 'Gus :·, Enunim '. Also 

Yona Avrushmi who is accused of throwing the grer :de : that killed 

Emil Grunzweig is not a settler, except that his ·· lace · of employ~e;nt 
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was in the Ofra settle~ent and his employers are helping him 

with the costs of ·his defense. The "Tribe of ·Judah" cult from 

the deserted village of Lifta have no connection with the 

settlements . 

~ 

Rubenstein now believes that the police are close to solving most 

of the terrorist acts against Arabs in the past year and which 

have been attributed to T . N.T . But he fears that the mose serious 

act of all, the attack on the West Bank mayors, will never be 
I 

solved, although that incident preceeded all the others and "op~ned 

the chain of Israeli te~ror'', that has since followed. He suqgests 
~ 

that the investigation by Israel's security forces "clearly leads" 

towards a group of settlers but there is insufficient "legal proof 

of their guilt " . 

While Rubenstein admits that "it is not fair to point an accusing 

finger towards the settlers and to blame them in general for the 

responsibility of Jewish terror ... they cannot shake off their 

responsibility for t:1e atmosphere of disregal:"d fc,r tl-,e ~a\.;.: •• ~nd 

the permissive attitude to pay the Arabs back . . :. which they created 

and nurtured in recent years." In Rubenstein's opinion, had Israeli . 
authorities taken a harder line after the attempt on the lives of 

the West Bank mayors , they would not be faced today with such 

extremist acts as performed by Rabbi Kahane 's followers and tne 

mystics from Lifta "who have been trying to be more foreceful, more 

nationalistic (and) more extremist than their teachers, the settlers." 

Yosef Tzuriel, a Ma ' ariv columnist , who often !Jt"ings the viewpoint 

of West Bank Arabs to the Jewish reader, spoke to a number of 

West .Bank Arabs with· regard to the recent arrests ·of Jews suspected 

of attacks on Arab targets . Among these was Basam Shaka, the 

ou~ted mayor . of Nablus, who lost his two legs in the June 1980 

attack on West Bank mayors . Asked if he was pleased by the re

cent arrests, Mr. Shaka answered that "this is a good beginning" 

but that there was· no reason to congratulate the authorities 
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because "it is their job to apprehend criminals and bring 

them to court". According to Mr. Shaka, his experience has ,. 
been that the security forces '~o not have much desire or 

interest in revealing all th~ facts and all the truth '' . As 

proof, Mr. Shak.a cites the Karp Report. "See what your own 

Knesset members say and you will understand everything." In 

any event , Mr. Shaka does not believe that Palestinians will 

have more faith in the Israeli authorities , at least not until 

" they discover who placed the e x plosives under my car and was 

responsible for my loss of my t wo leqs ." 

Tzuriel suggests t hat Mr. Shaka ' s conclusion is probably the 

same view held by " very many" Israelis . 

# # # 

1 ' 
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I. REPORT ON ISRAEL TRIP (Attached) 

I I . . MlbDLE EAST POLICY DIRECTIONS FOR AJC 

t: '.; 

Dr. Feldstein defin·ed the purpose of the .SAC discussion: to provide a ~orur.1 
for sharing the -views of staff;. to idend.fy. issues and strategies that could 
help to move us forward during the NEC Midd.le East debate on _November 7. 

The discussion focused on the . following ·questions: 

a. Can a "middle ground" position, reflecting the diverse views of AJC 
leadership, be defined? 

b. What can AJC do to reverse the apparently growing alienation from 
Israel: in the Congress·; in American public opinion; in the Jewish 
community? 

c. How can AJC express policy differences with Israel without either 
impeding our ability to maintain access to the Begin government or 
contributing to the impress.ion that American Jewish support for 
Israel is eroding. 

In assessing the objectives of the Begin government, most participants agreed 
that both the government and the people of I srae.l share a commitment to 
negotiate on all issues. However, some asked whether Begin's Revisionist 
ideology provides grounds for questioning his cominitment to a territorial 
accommodation. 

Since most Israelis support · bofh a to~gh bargaining posture and an ultimate 
exchange of territories for peace, it was suggested that Israel will at some 
point engage in an a_gonizing debate. At issue will be conflicting perception~ 
about the impact of territorial expansion on lsr~el , both as a Jewish state 
and a democratic society. However_, this issue will not be fully joined until 
Arabs signal their readiness to negotiate. 
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Con.siderable concern was expressed. aqoui: the possibility of increased dh:hotomy 
be.tween the US and: l·srael b.a.sed ·on . calculations of ,divergent i:nterests.. One 
consequence could: be the: resurfacing of the dual loyalty issue . 

A cor;isensus deve·loped during. the discussic;:m in ~·!-Jpport of a three-pronged 
response to M.id:dle East problems, consi, stirig ~ 6f: 

a . support for an accommodati·on exchanging territories for .peace;. 

b. support fo·r Pal.es·tini·an rights ; 

c . these positions, p°rus advocacy of a free·ze on settlement.s , woul·~· be . 
condi.tioned 9n the willingness of Jordan and/or responsible Palestinians 
to enter 'into the pe<i'ce process by recogn·izing and negodating· with lsraeJ .~ . . . .. 

The .above position could be p·rojected as be·ing· genera.1 ry suppor-tive of ·President 
Reagan· ts p~ace p·lari. wh i l'e reserving• the opt i OR of cri ti ci'z·i ng sped·f i C · segm~nt~ 
of the proposal. However ,. i1n · interpreting this position to the Adm.! n is tr at ion«, 
we would emphasize· the i'mportance of US pres.sure to brin.g the Arabs. to th~ · 
negotiati'ng table. 

The·re was fort her ag·reement that AJC sl)ou.t d conti-nue to .. und~rsc9re ou.r support . 
for an i ndependen!t Lebanon, free of a H foreign for.ces . · 

It was the sense. o.f . the group that these. po·1 i ci es. may. p·rovi'de ·a: mj._ddle· ground 
posi.tfon acceptable to AJC leadership ... ft w~)uld~ a.lso· provide a: fr.anieWork for 

.conveying AJCis commi·'tment to the· peace process to our · d! is.p.~rate· aud·iences · 
·and consti'tuendes.: Is rae 1; the · US · government·, · re li g i·ou~ ~11~f: ethn·i c .. communities, 
AJC mem.bers and American Jews, and the~ med i·a . . · 

It was also recommeRded· tfla;t we should cq.ntinue to···use · pu.bHc .op·jn i:Qn polls and 
Jewish attitude s~rveys. to monitor reactions to Hidd'te East i:ssues .. · 

HAf.br 
Attachmer:it 

#82-900-llO 
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REPORT ON . ISRAEL "TRIP 

Donald Feldstein summarized his impressions of Israel following his week-long visit 
accompanied by Maynard Wi shner and Geo.rge Gruen. 

1. He descriped the mood in Israel as "pos-t-cathartic. 11 The nation is 111arking 
time pending the outcome of the inquiry on the ~assacre. 

2. The political climate has been polarized by the bitterness of the rhetoric 
between the government and the opposition . 

.3. Although world public standards suggest that the government had the right to. 
move into Lebanon, there is nevertheless widespread dis-agreement as to ·whether 
the political price of the incursion actually outweigh~d the security achieve
ments and whether it was mbral ly r"ight by Israel 1 s own standards. 

4. Some elements from the religious parties have begun to suggest that lives are 
~ore Valuable than land, and this may affect ~he future of the governing 
coalition. 

5. Begin continue~ to demonstrate st.rong support (55%) in the polls. Leaders of 
the labor opposition are not perceived as offering an attractive alternat!ve . . 

6. The core of Begin's support comes from the Sephardic community. The . liberal 
segment of the electorate is strongly alienated from the Sephardim. Some of 
this is manifested through ethnic 'slurs. 

]. There · is a ~erceptidn within the Begin government that the Reagan plan is dead. 

8. Some critics of the government fear that the set.tlements policy is draining 
the Jewish majority in Jerusalem and the Galilee. 

9. There is concern about possible Joss of economic aid from the US as a 
consequence of policy differences. 

JO. Begin is motivated by the image of a 11 lon.ely" Israel confronting a hostile 
wor Id community.· 

In their meeting with the Prime Minister, th~ AJC group stressed the need for 
Israel to enhance its peace-seeking image . 
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REQUlEM FOR CAMP DAVID? 

(Press Sununary, February 7, 1982) 

Israelis had little reason to rejoice over the recent vi~it tb ' 
the U. S .. by Egyptian Presid~nt Hosni Mubarak. The successor 
to the late Anwar el-Sadat avoided mention of the .Camp David 
acc0rds, while he championed the Palestinian c~use on· every 
occas·ion in his ceremonial appearances in the U. S~ Capitol. 
Only when ·pressed did Mr. Mubarak pay lip service .to Camp 
David, but not before he excused himself for "foI,"get_ting." to 
mention the basis for the Egyptian-Israeli ~nderstanding that 
some Israelis fea~ will be dissolved aft~r the withdrawal from 
Sinai in April. 

Gideon Sanunit (Ha' aret z) assesses U. S. reactions to· the Mu
barak visit ~nd finds a number of iurprising Egyptian moves th~t 
raised a few eyebrows in the U. S. Capitol. On the eve of his 
departure for the U. S. , Mr. Mubarak invited the r~~urn .of 66 
Russian technicians to Egypt and opened his country's border · 

· with Col. Qaddafi's Libya. It was, Samrnit not~s, as if. the 
Egyptian President had purposely waved a red cloth in the face 
of his American hosts who are still trying to comprehend why the 
Egyptians have been the major obstacle t<;> any headway iri the 
autonomy talks, despite Israeli intransigence on variou$ issues~ 
American uneasiness was, however, placated by U. S. Ambassador 
to Egypt Alfred Atherton who suggested that Egypt be allowed to 
pursue a path that will achieve credibility in other Arab capitals. 
The U. S. is now ready to accept the Egyptian role in the Arab 
world even at the expense of the Administra~ion's strategic rol~ 
for Egypt in the Middle East. Mr. Mubarak thus succeeded in cool
ing U. S. hopes for some kind of autonomy agreement before April 
and came .away with tacit agreement for his policies and s·tyle. 

Yosef Priel (Davar) suggests that all the signs in recent weeki 
indicate that Camp l)avid is suffering its final death throes. The 
past week will be recalled as the decisive moment in the failing 
health of Camp David. "The U. S. hanunered three more nails in 
the coffin of this process and by the week's end it was apparent 
that the · only remaining question was when the end wi.11 come." 



Priei claims that the U. S. erred in its original estimation 
that both Isr.ael and Egypt were interested in achieving pro
gress in the autonomy talks before the .withdrawal from Sinai. 
The Administration reasoned that Israel would try to obtain 
some agreement before April 26, in the knowledge that there 
would be no more leverage over the Egyptians after that date. 
The U. S. also assumed that the Egyptians ·were anxious for 
some arrangement that would show that they had not overlooked 
the Palestinians in the effort to get Sinai back under Egypt
ian administration. 

The recent visit to the Middle East by U. S. Secretary of State 
Alexander Haig ·upset the apple cart when it became obvious 
that .neither side is in a rush to agree on an autonomy· plan £.or· 
the Palestinians. The Israelis indicated that the future · of. 
the West Bank and other ter-ritorie·s had not been resolved in· 
the four~een years since the 1967 Six Day War, and there was 
no reason to hurry because the territories would remain with 
Israel after April. As for the Egyptians, Priel explains that 
President Mubarak is engaged in an effort to free himself from 
his predecessor's image. "Every step Mubarak takes is compared 
to Sadat's and this does not make it any easier for him. · When 
Mubarak receives the remaining area of Sinai, the Sadat era 
of the peace process will end ... ~ But if he had signed· an au
~onomy agreement, he would have been endorsing S~dat'~ policies, 
instead of forming his own ... " : · 

Priel explains that the "Sadat syndrome,·, accompanied· Mr. Mubarak 
to Washington, where he reportedly asked Ambassador S.ol Linowitz 
how Americans would react to his image on their television screens 
when they saw that he was not a second Sadat. The new Egyptian 
President chose the opportunity of his Washington visit to dis
associate himself from Sadat by stressing the controversial Pale
stinian problem. Mr. Mubarak decided to appear as a leader of 
the Arab cause, and not only as President of Egypt. "His call 
for a Palestinian entity, in other words for an independent 
state, left no doubt as to what Mub~rak thinks of autonomy. He 
did not even refer to Camp David. That term now belongs to the 
past. It is gone and has become art unmentionable." 

Dr. Herzl Rosenblum (Yediot Acharonot) claims that Israel's Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin thought he would be given a free hand in 
Judea, Samaria and the G'aza Strip in exchange fpr his "wholesale" 
return of the Sinai peninsula to Egypt, as the price for Egyptian 
consent. But even Mr. Begin had second thoughts about Egypt's 
role and when he sought to pack his bags while attending the talks 
in Camp David it was Ezer Weizman, Ariel ·sharon and the -. late Moshe 
Dayan who convinced him to stay and sign. "If B·egin was stil.l able 
to withstand the pressures of Sadat and Carter, he couldn't hold 
out in the confrontation with his three generals who persuaded him 
to accept the Camp David accords." 
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Rosenblum suggests that .Mr ... Begin made "th.e mistake of his 1,ife" 
when h~ agreed~ becau~e it .was not long after .that he iealized 
the. Egyptians, ·1ed ' by Sadat,.were not . to .be satisfie~ by :tl:le . re
turn of Sinai, but were .. an~ious . to ·achieve "the ·full · rights of 
the Palestinians" and gain the return of all the territori~s ' · taken 
by Israel in the 1967 war, before att.empting to strangulate Israel 
through a coordinated Arab front. 

Rosenblum explains . that Egypt's real intenti<?ns bec.ame clear when 
the late .Anwar Sadat suspended the autonomy talks almost as soon 
as they were underway ·. Without a . foothold in Sinai; ·Sadat realj,zed 
that it would be best to wait until after April 19.82, when· he would 
be "free" to deal with Israel on his own . terms. "That is .why Mu
bara~ has now opened up on the eve of the decisive dat~ and. is 
already saying what his predecessor avoided, which is that 'the 
Palestinians a_re the heart of the problem' and that they . have the 
right to 'self-determination.' This is also the reason why Mubarak 
has begun to gather the Arabs of the world around him by his over
tures to Libya, Syria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Iraq, and even the 
Russians in order to purchase more and more w~apons from both the 
West and the East,to be .used against whom?", we may ask. 

The editor of Yediot Acharonot advises Mr. Begin to take the neces
sary steps to avoid a "tragedy." In guarded terms, Rosenblum · 
appears tp suggest that Israel should reconsider its obligations 

' under the terms of the Camp David accords and halt the withdrawal 
from Sinai before it is too late. 

The editorial in Hatzofeh accuses the Egyptian Pre.sident of deviating 
from the Camp David accords .by calling for a dialogue between the 
U. S. and the Palestinians whose right to their own riational entity 
he supports. The newspaper notes that the Camp David accords 
agree on autonomy rather than self-determination and no Palestinian 
state is envisioned. 

Hatzofeh discerns a change in style between Sadat and Mubarak. The 
former always claimed that he was not authorized to speak for the 
Palestinians, while Mr. ~Mubarak does not miss any opportunity to 
express his concern for a Palestinian free and national entity. 
It is obvious that "Mubarak wants to form an independent Palestin
ian state in Judea, Samaria, the Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem." 

The newspaper calls op .Israel to see . things as they are and t6 avoid 
deceptive wishful thinking that allows the Egyptians to indulge 
in their efforts to deviate from Camp David. The editorial calls 
on Israel to take Mr. Mubarak's statements seriously and react 
accordingly, both "simply and forcefully." 
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At the week'~ erid, · Mr. Mubarak was reported in the Israeli press 
as having assured Jewish leaders · in the Unite~ States of ·his · · 
com~it~ent ~o ·camp David. The quest.ion in - Jer~salem that remaine~ 
to be decided is how "forgetful" was Mr. Mubarak during his : stay 
in Washington. · -

Edited by L_ois Gottesman 

.Pa.var is affiliated with the Histadrut and the Labor Party. 

Ha'aretz is ~n indep~ndent liberal newspaper .• 

Jediot ~cha~on~t i~ . independ~nt, but traditionally Likud-oriented. 

Hatzofeh ·is publi~hed by the National Religious. Party. 
•, . 

. .. 
. .. . . 
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The Golan Heights Controversy:·· 

Symptom of a Deeper Crisis in Israel-U. S. Relations 

A Foreign Af~airs Department Background Men:iorandum 

by George E. Gruen 

. . 
This paper details the background and events leading up to the 

decision by the government of Israel on December 14, 1981 to extend 
Israeli law to the Golan Heights, and the subsequent reactions by the 
U. S. government. 

The paper deals with: 

The strains in U. S.-Israel relations that have emerged .over the 
past few months. 
. . ··The growing unease and yncertainty in Israel as a result of 

shifts in the geopolitics of the Middle East. 
The response of the American go.vernment to the Golan action. 

·The ·recent angry exchanges between Jerusalem and Washington, and the 
charges that each side is acting unilaterally in ways that are harmful to the other's 
vital interests, reflect a general sense of questioning arid uneasiness as to the 
predictability and. reliability of the other 's commitment to shared ·objectives. 

The controversy sparked by Prime Minister Menachem Begin's sudden move to 
apply Israeli "law, jurisdiction and administration" to the Golan Heights is thus only 
symptomatic of a deeper malaise. The current acrimony stands in sharp contrast 
to the spirit of cooperation proclaimed three months ago~ 

Strains in U.S.-Israel Relations 

. After the conclusion of _his meetings with President . Ronald Reagan in 
Washington in September, Prime Minister Begin told American Jewish leaders in 
New York on September 12 that the discussions had marked "a turning point" in the 
relations between Israel and the United States. Unlike ·previous administrations, 
President Reagan had openly referred to Israel as a "friend and ally." Begin added 
that during 'the White House talks, Reagan _had stressed that the alliance was of 
mutual benefit and not "one way traffic." The Prime· Minister stressed that wl)ile 
friendship might be one-sided, alliance involved "a partnership, common values and 
a C?minunity of interests we have to def end." · 

• 
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Prime Minister Begin added that the third and highest stage of relations 
between states was that of strategic co<;>peration. He expressed confidence that 
before the end of the year a Memorandum of..Agreement on Strategic Cooperation 
would ·be signed between. Isr.ael Defense Minister Ar~el Sharon and U. S. Defense 
S,ecretary C~~p~r Weinberger. 

The practical discussions on defense cooperation were, however, put in the 
deep freeze during the Reagan Administration's all-out struggle to gain 
Congressional approval ~or the proposed AW ACS and F-15 enhancement sales to 
Saudi Arabia. While politely declining to interfere in a U. S. domestic struggle 
between the executive and legislative branches, Prime Minister Begin made it 
abundantly clear, when asked, that Israel did not share Washington's benign 
assessment of Saudi Arabia. Israel saw itself facing a serious threat ·from· the sale 
of sophisticated weapons and intelligence gathering equipment to Saudi Arabia, a 
declared enemy of Israel, a supporter of the PLO, and an opp~nent ·of Camp Oavid •. 

The Reagan Administration's insistence on pushing through the sales, in 
contravention of a -~pecific pledge not to do so made to Congress by the previous 
Administration, w~s? taken in Jerusalem as a sign that the word of the United 
States could not be relied upon. The Administration argument that changed 
circumstances--the overthrow of the Shah, the Soviet invasion of Afghanfstan and 
the Iran-Iraq war-.-h.ad ~aused the previous pledge to Congress to be outdated, 
deeply troubled the Israelis. The more the Reagan Administration described Saudi 
Arabia as the linchpin in U. S. efforts to form a "strategic consens4s" of friendly 
states in the region, praised the Saudis' behind-the-seenes efforts to bring about a 
cessation of hostilities in Lebanon, and claimed to see positive elements in Crown 
Prince Fahd's "peace" plan, the more wor'ried and annoyed the Israeli~ became. · 

The Reagan Administration also appeared somewhat lukewarm in its support 
for the Camp .David Accords.. . The President failed to appoint a spedal 
representative to replace Ambassador Sol Linowitz in the Egyptian-Israeli · 
autonomy · talks and ·did not .invest the extraordinary personal attention in the . 
. negotia~ions that · President Carter had. While- the- Reagan Administration' 
encouraged West European participation ih the MJ.Jltinational Force and Observ.ers 
(MFO) to be set up in. Sinai with · tl'\e. ost~nsible objective of broadening 
internationq.l support for the Camp David process, the suspicions· of. the.· Begin . 
government about the Europeans' true intentions were heightened when ·they issued 
statements linking their participation in the Sinai force· with their· position . 
enunciated earlier in Venice," calling for Palestinian self-determination and the 
association of the PLO in the peace talks. 

Th~. Israeli threat to veto the ·Europeans' participation, as it was ·~ntitled to 
do, resulted in fu.rther -consultations between Secretary of State Alexander: Haig · .. ·· · 
and Israeli Foreign .Minister Yitzhak Shamir on an agreed. set' of principles for the · 
~FO. and.an erH:jqrs~ment of Gamp David. The Europeans quietly ·agreed to . these· · 

. t~rms but then the Israeli C~binet insisted that they publicly. subscr.ibe to them and · · 
' in eff~ct renounc~ the · Venice Declaration. 1(As· of· this wr·it-ing the question of 

European parti<;ip~ti.on has not yet .been resolved.) · 

Neve.rtheless, the impression grew in · Jerusalem that once· Israel had 
completed the withdrawal from Sinai next April 25, new pressures would· be 
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mounted by the Europeans and by America's new friend and ally-the Saudis-to 
abandon the Camp David process and look for a new international forum to impose 
total withdrawal and create a Palestinian state. PLO leader Yasir Arafat initially 
indicated support for the Fahd plan. After meeting with Brezhnev and witnessing 
the official raising ot the PLO office in Moscow t~ embassy status, Ara.fat 
reportedly conveyed a message from the Soviet leader to the Saudi~ to the effect · 
that if Saudi Arabia would open diplomatic relations with the Sovie_t Uni.on, Moscow 
would lend it.s supp9rt to the Fahd plan. (The latter calls for a new international. 
conference with Soviet participation to impose its terms on Israel.) 

Growing Unease in Israel 

The tragic assassination 0f Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in October raised 
yet another major element of uncertainty for Israel. Even while Sadat was alive 
and appeared in full control this past summer, many Israelis were wondering 
whether Begin had . . be~n wise to commit Israel to total withdrawal from Sinai, 
including . the relinquishing of airbases and the dismantling of Yamit, Neviot and 

· other Jewish settlements. Neither the Jordanians nor the West Bank Palestinians 
had agre~d to join the Camp David process despite early optimistic expectations 
that they would. Moreover, it was widely anticipated that once the Sinai had been 
returned, Sadat would redouble his efforts to restore friendly relations with other 
Arab states, notably Saudi Arabia. · This was one reason he was reportedly so eager 
to obtain an Israeli agre~ment on principles regarding Jerusalem that wo·uld satisfy 
Arab and ·Muslim s·ensibilities • . 

While President. Hosni Mubarak has given every sign both publidy and 
privately--as in his meeting with AJC officers in Cairo--that he intends to fully 
implement the Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty, concern has 'remained in Israel as to 
whether Mubarak will be able to consolidate his position and whether, once he has 
done so, he wo~ld seek to set his .own distinct stamp on Egyptian policy. Although 
he is unlikely to undertake the dramatic reversal of alliances that Sadat ·purs·ued in 
switching from a pr"-Soviet to a pro-American orientation, Mubarak · has already 
hinted that he will make some changes, at least in emphasis. For example, he has 
refrained from the verbal abuse of other Arab leaders that Sadat· engaged -in. 
Mubarak has also opened contacts with leftist writers and politicians in Egypt and 
has publicly underscored that Egypt regards itself as a "non-aligned" country. Thus 
once Egypt no longer needs the full backing of the United States to press Israel to 
return- the rest of Sinai, Mubarak may be tempted once. again to play the two 
superpowers off against each other. 

In ·this superpower bidding · for Egyptian, Saudi and Jordanian and eventually 
Syrian · friendship, one major "card" the U. S. is presumed to have is Israel's 
dependence on U. S. political, economic and military support. There is th4s a 
natural fear in Israel that an American administration will be tempted to use 
pressure on Israel as a means of courting Arab favor. 

There has also been gr:owing concern expressed in Israel that given the Sinai 
precedent of full evacuation for peace with Egypt, the Arabs will press for nothing 
less with regard to Syria, and eventually even the West Bank. 
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Back~~o~nd to the Golan Heights Law .·. 
' . 

There has long been. a t:iroad ·con$ensus .within Israel that Israel should not· 
rel!pquis.h .c;ontrol of the Gola11 Heights, which the Syrians had used for 19. years :to 
shell Israeli settlements below and to dived the vital headwaters of the 'Jordan 
River: · The resistance .of s0me of the Sinai settlers .to withdrawal was ·recently · · 
reinf~rc~d . when groups . of .squatters came from . the Golan to Sinai. D~fense ; · 
Minister Arief. Sharoi:i, wh9 is charged with completing the evacuation from Sina.i,- . 
~nd Prime · Minister B~in were_ thus facing the prospect of a serious and possibly · · 
bloody confrontation in April. By passing the Golan law· now, the Knesset ha,s 
helped reassure the Israeli public and declared to the world that the arrangements 
for peac~ with Egypt are not a precedent with regard to Syria. 

Why d~d Begin c_hoose the present moment to act? In addition to the factors 
already cited, there has been speculation that some or all of the following may also 
have .Play~d a role in his decision: 1. President Assad's rejection of the Fahd pl~ , 
ar.id his public reiteration that Syria would not . make peace with Israel even if the · .. 
Palestini~ns did, meant that there was no. prospect in the for.eseeable future for· ~ 
n~gotiated peace with the Syrians. 2. The failure of the Habib mission to bring 
about the remo~al. of the Syrian missiles from Lebanon, wtiith Begin had already 
pledged to remove last ·AprJl, meant that Israel had to signal the Syrians and_ the 
Amer~c~n~ that Isr:ael's patience was not without limits. .3. With the Arab world ii:i 
disarray. aft~r the. Fez summit fiasco,.-with Syr'ia allied to-Libya, whose· leader was 
being_ accused in Washington of planning the assassination of the· Reagan 
Administration leadership, and with Syria's Soviet ally preoccupied with e.vents in 
Poland,. th~ time may have seerned opportune to legally incorporate the ·Golari into 
Israel.. · ·· 

This action simply imp!em.ented the decision ~hat had already been ap.proved .. ·.· 
by the Kness.et on August 5, 1981 when the guidelines of the new Begin Government 
were ~dopted, . aµthorizing the Government· to act whenever it considere~ the 
moment. appropriate~ · .(To those who objected that Begin · had rammed the 
legis.,ation_. th.rough the _Knesset ·with unseemly haste, Government spokesmen 
cquntered th~t teGh.nic;ally Begin did not even .have to bring 'the matter · to . the· ... · 
Knesse.t, __ but:_did so t() ~~monstrate the extent of the measure's popular support)._· ... · 

. ·. 
The .law whict) was .. passed by th~ K.nesset on December 14,· 1.98.t, by a vote·of 

6.3.,..21, sta't~s'.th~.t "The law, jurisdic.tion and administration of the state· stiall apply 
to the 'Gol<~.r(Heights-~ .. " and ch~rges the Minister of the Interior with ·implementing 
the law .• ·wnile there is no ·explicit mention of extending Israeli- sovereignty t_Q the 
Colan, critics say. the_ applicati~n of. Israeii law is tantamount to outright 
annexation. However, I~ra~l maintains that the option of negotiations with · Syria· 
"wi~hout . ~rec:onditlons" . rE7rriains c;>pen, thus implying that when cir~urhstances: 
warrant, the -Golanl'l.w. need not prove an obstacle. · . . . . . · · 

Some argue that Israel wanted to _demonstrate that it can act indepen~ently. 
anq is no~ _in .Am~r.ic.£,'s pocket. Thus in the attacks on the Osirak atomic reactor in· 
Baghdad and _· the-PLO h~adqu~rters in Beirut, Prime M~nister· Begin '- demonstrated 
that when he ·felt Israel's vital security interests were involved, he was prepared to 
take actions that might be internationally unpopular. When· the United States 
responded by withholding schequled arms deliveries to Israel and other Western 
democracies co_ndemned Israel, Begin and many· other Israelis believed this 
reflected the. double standard to which Israel was subjected and possibly even 
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worse:--this again demonstrated the Gentile .world's traditional indifference to 
Jewish vulnerability and suffering; It was the· solemn duty ·of the Sovereign State .. . · 
of Israel to show the world that Jews are no longer defenseless in the fac~ of hostile ·. 
threat. If one understands the psychologieal background of a Holocaust survivor ·· 
then one can also understand why a vitriolic attack by the Prime Minister o.f the ·· 
Jewish State on Chance1lor Schmidt or on the United· States Government can be · · · 
very popular among certain segments of · the Israeli population. There is a similar · 
swelling ·of pride in an assertion of independence in such a statement as the .Prime 
Minister's that "the people of Israel have lived 3,700 years without a Memorandum · 
of Understanding with America and will continue to live without it . another 3,700 
years." 

One should add that many Israelis had their doubts about the· value of the · 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), since the U. S. Defense · Department ·nad · · · 
been reluctant to be too openly iden'ti~ied ·militarily with Israel for fear of 
antagonizing the "moderate" Arabs whom the U. S. was courting. Consequently, · · 
the MOU was largely a framework with the actual extent of cooperation t9 be · 
spelled out in subsequent meetings-which have . now been deferred and may be · 
cancelled. because of the controversy over the Golan action. 

Others in Israel were concerned 'that the MOU unnecessarily prov·oked the · 
Russians by spelling out that it was intended to "deter alt threats from the .soviet 
Union to the region." The intention of this language from the· American standpoint 
was to reassure the Arabs that the United States was not plotting together with 
Israel against them. Indeed, Washington officials ·point out that Prime Minister 
Begin during his September trip had emphasized that Israel did not want any direct 
American involvement in the Arab-Israel conflict, which Israel would handle with 
its own forces exclusively, but that as fellow democracies Israel and the U. S. 
should cooperate· against Soviet and other external threats to freedom. · · 

U. S. Reactions to the Golan Law 

When the Reagan Administration ·suspended the implementation of the 
Memorandum of Understanding in response to the Israeli ac'tion on the Golan, Israel 
pointed out that this was inappropriate·, since the Golan was part of the Arab-Israel 
conflict and not part of the superpower· rivalry. Secretary of Defense Casp~r · 
Weinberger conceded that technically this was correct, but that the spirit of the 
agreeme·nt was certainly violated. · The MOU in fact begins by reaffirming "the 
common bonds· of friendship between the United States' and Israel ••. " and notes 
their decision "to establish a framework for continued consultation and co9peration 
to enhance their national security." · · 

Consequently, Mr. Weinberg·er concluded that "the making of an ag·r~ement of 
that kind implies a certain understanding· with respect to the kinds of actions that 
each partner to that agreement will take with respect to the interests of the 
others." Moreover, since the U. S. Government believed that the Israeli ·action 
violated the spirit if not the letter of U. N. Security Council Resolution 242 this 
was something "that would be very harmful to our interest in trying to bring peace 
to the region." · · · · · 
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Former .. PresideQ~ .Jimf'T)y Carter calle~ Israel's Golan Heights aciion "a tragic · · 
mistake. ~' Haroid.Saunders; who· .had been 1\s.si~tant Secr:etary. of ·state for Near . 
East Affairs ' at .the . time . ~f . .Camp ·Pavla, ·' ~ 't6ld. a · House Foreign Affairs ·. 
subcommiUee on December 17 tJ1at Is.rael's act.ion was "destructive \of .the peace 
process"· Qecause it w~s . a l,milateral a<;:t. Tt:le essence of the Camp David process 
was no't to take unila~~raJ acts bµt to seek to negotiate all steps • . Consequently, he 
said, the Golan action undermined Egypt's c·redibility because Egypt was trying to 
convir~ce other Ar~b countries ·that th~ way to achieve .their goals was· through · 
negotiations with I.sraet: . ·. 

One of the ·major objections to Israelis moye, stated by Mr. Carter and echoed 
by many editorial comments, was that it "precludes any negotiation with one of 
'Israel's neighboring states, Syr:ia." This would appear to be an· exaggerated 
judgment. First of. ~11, the unanimously adopted Securi'ty Co.uncil resolutio~ of 
December 17 "decides that the Israeli decision ••• is · null and void and without . 
interna~~onal legal effect.; .•• -" ·Moreover, i~ supporting this 'resolution on behalf .of . 
the United States, Ambassador Charles Lichenstein reiterated . that . "the United 
States does not accept as ,valid .. un.ilatera.l acts designed .to alter the status .of the. 
territories occupied by Israel in . th~ 1967 confli~t,'' .adding that the U. S. had 
"strongly urged" the Government of Israel not to take action with regard fo the 
Golan as far: .back as t~~. summer .. of 1980. 

The.1,Jnited States. was, how~~e~,. "acutely awq.re that t~'e future of th~ Golan.: 
Heigh.ts involves .a number. .of .sensitive issue.s for .both Isra~l and·-Syria.". ·These can . 
only be. resplved, he ~Id,.: ·~y negotiations within the framework of ·U. N. Security 
Council Resolutio~s. 242 and .3~~." . In oth~r words, the µn,ited States Government 
appears to .. acknowledge,. as. did .. two ~otrner U._ S'. Presidents who .. visited the area, ·. 
that Israel's· secur:ity concerns must .~e met _and .that the Golan mu~t never again-.be. . 
permitted to serv~ ~.s a J:>ase from. which Syria ca~ threat~n Israel. 'Whet}'ler this is . . 
to be achieved through demilitarization, through international police forces as in · · 
Sinai, or through some territorial adjustments remains to .,be. determin~d in the 
course of negotiations. Should the Syrians remain adamant in their'. refusal to make 
peace with. ~sr.ael, _Israeli ~Qrces . haye a~ acknowledg~d r:ight under· rt?soluti.on .242 to 
remain·. or;i. the. Heights. as an occupying power until. s~ch time ,-as . "secure and 
r.e.eognize<:J'_bor~e_rs" a~e: n~g.otiated bet':Vt?.en Syria and Israel'~. · . .. · 

The only . ~f.fect~ve . chang~ ,that the 11ew Knes~et law· makes is that ~he · 
Military Govern.m~nt has b,eel') replaced with ~· civ,ilian .. administration •.. Tt)e 12·,900 
Druze inha~it~uits of ~he. area . n.ow· h.ave the option of·. obtaining Israeli . identity· 
cards. if they so choo.se • . Tt~e Israeli settlers· in ~he. regior also· will- have Israeli 
domestic leg1slati0n applied to them. They will, for example; be required: .. tq. wear 
seat belts when driving in the Golan and will have the dubious. pri:v.ilege of paying 
Israeli license fees for use.of radios and televis~on s.ets. A~ far a~· the 9uts~qe wqrld 
is con~e'rn~.~ the. Israeli \~w ch,af,lges n9~hing in terms of. intern~tional law. · 

But. what ~f th~ polit~cal . co~~equences? It. should· be ··recalled t.ha~· .for ·many .. 
years ~he l~te Moshe. Dayan declared that' he prefer:r.ed con~rol of. Sharm ~I-Sheikh · 
without peace with Egypt. rat.her t~an ·peace with Egypt. witho~t. Shar·m el-Sheikh .. 
.Yet when President ·sadat made 'his historic visit to Jerusalem and offert?d IsraeJ 
permanent peace· and normalization of relations, Dayan was .one of the most ardent· 
advocates of acceding to Sadat's demand that Israel withdraw from Sharm el-
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Sheikh. A formula was found whereby Israeli freedom of navigation through the 
Straits of Tiran .ls to be assured by ~.he stationing of a \foltinational Force at Sharm 
el-Sheikh, which cannot be remoyed =:'-Yithout explicit Israeli approval. This 
arrangement was approved by the Knesset. 

It is not inconceivable that if President Assad had a genuine change of heart 
or if another Syrian leader ready to make peace with Israel emerged a new 
arrangement could be negotiated that would protect Israel's security and also serve 
the needs of a peaceful Syria. 

************* 

December 23, 1981 

81-100-165 
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Table 1 

Turning for a minute to the sltuatlo~ in the Middle East, a~ 
the present ·time do . you find yourself more in sympathy with 
Israel, or more in sympathy with the Arab nations? 

More wi th Israel 

More with Arab nations 

Not sympathetic with 
either side (vol.) 

Sympathetic equally with 
both sides (vol.) 

Don't know/No answer 

1987 
Feb •. 

48% 

8 

0 
7 

v 

1986 
June 

53% 

8 

19 

8 

11 

1985 
Apr./ 
May 

42% 

10 

23 

11 

12 

Note: All figures represent percent of total sanple. 

1984 
Jan. 

44% 

8 

21 

12 

13 

\ 

. ' 



Is a 

Table 2 

I'm going to mention the names of some 
like you to tell me whether or not you 
reliable ally of the United States. 
each .one) · 

/,. 

1987 1986 
February June 

Is not Is a Is not 

foreign countries. For each, I'd 
think that country ls or is not a 
First, (name country) (Ask about 

1985 
Apr./May 

Is a Is not Is a 

1984 . 
January 

Is not 
· · rell- ·a rell- Don't reli~ a rell-· Don't rell- a reli- Don't reli- · a reli~ 

able able know/No able able know/No able able know/N able able 
· ally. ally answer ally ally answer ally ally answer ally ally 

Canada ~·· 3% 8% 90% 4% 7% 90% 3% 7% 91% 4% 

West Germany · G0 18 .21 . . 61 22 .17 . .63. 18 19 65 16 

France cV . 27 20 . 54 31 1'5 60 23 18 61 20 

Israel cv· © 21 52 32 17 53 25 22 54 24 

Egypt ~·G .· 31 31 43 26 35 33 32 31 31 

Jordan (;) 38 18 47 36 19 39 43 17 39 

Syria CV ~ · 33 4 72 25 52 40 7 61 
/ 

Note: All figures rep~esent percent of total sample. 

Uon't 
know/No . 
answer 

6% 

19 

18 

23 

33 

44 

32 



Table 3 

As you probably know, in November of 1986 it was disclosed 
that the U.S. Government had sold weapons to Iran. ~ 
the profit from these sales was used to help fund th Contra 
Forces .ln Nicaragua. This situatl~n has caused a great ea 
of concern both in the u.s~ and abroad. 

Here ls a list of individuats and groups said to be involved 
in the situation. (HANO RESPONDENT CARD) Would you 'pl_ease 
read down the list and call off who you think is most to b°lame 
for the situation? 

President Reagan's advisors 

President Reagan 

Lt. Col. Oliver North 

Individual anns ·dealers 

Terrorists 

Iran 

Nicaragua 

Israel 

Saudi Arabia 

None of the above (vol.) 

Don't know/No answer 

14 

14 

8 

Q) 
co· 
2 

12 

Note: All figures represent percent of total sample. 

. ' . .. . 
_ ...... 



Table 4 

. . 

Please. tell me whether you agree or disagree 
ing statement: Most American ·Jews are mor 

·than to the United States. 

1987 1986 
Feb. June 

Agree IB 24% 

Oisagr.~e. . 46 

Don't know/No answer ~ 31 

*Asked of and based. on one-half · of th~ sample. 

follow
to Israel 

1985 1984* 
Apr./ Jan. 
~ 

27% 25% 

47 50 

26 25 

Note: Figures represent percent of total sample, unless otherwise indicated. 



Table 5 

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD) Which, if any, of groups listed on 
this card do you believe have too muc in the United 
States? ~ust call off the letter in fron-c;"'"""tt+-~e-aroups. 

1987 1986 1985 1984 
Feb. June Apr./ Jan. 

~ 

Business corporations Q 44% . 49% 51% 

Labor unions 33 44 45 50 

News media 38 40 42 50 

Arab interests 20 28 30 30 

Orientals 12 12 11 * 
Blacks 11 11 13 13 

The Catholic Church (8 10 11 10 

Jews 8 8 8 

Hispanics 5 6 • 4 

None 9 7 7 • 6 

Don't know/No answer 8 6 6 

*Not asked. 

Note: All figures· represent percent of total sample. 



Table 6 

Here ls ~ list ~f so~e things that have been in the news in 
recent months. (HANO RESPONDENT- CARD) Would you read down the 
list, and .for each one tell me whether it is something you 
·have read and he_a~d a lot about, _or a little about, - or 

. practically nothing about? First, (read jtem). (ASK ABOUT 
EACH ITEM) -

The proposed trillion 
dollar federal budget 
President Reagan 
submitted to Congress 

The U.S. sales of arms 
to Iran with the profits 
going to the Contra.s in 
Nicaragua 

The Ivan Boes~y insi~er · 
trading _scandal on Wall 
Street 

A 
lot 

38% 

Ci) 7 

29 

A 
little 

23" 

34 

If};_ 
February 

Prac-t;ically 
nothing 

1-7% 

8 . 

33 

Note: All figures represent percent ·of total sanple. 

\ 

Don't/Know 
No answer 

3% 

2 

4 

"-. ' , . 

. .: . -



Table 7 

Ivan Boe sky, a leading Wall Street investment banker, has .been 
charged with "insider trading . " Th.is means he used confiden
tial information, not available to the general public, to buy 
up shares of · stock in companies about to be acquired by 
others. This illegal activity allowed him to sell back the 
shares at a much higher pr ice, once th~ confidential informa- · 
tion became public. 

There has been a great deal of discussion about the factors 
.that lead to this type of scandal. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD) 
Would you please read down ihe list and call off which, if 
any.; o~ the factors you think is most to blame for this type 

.of scandal? 

Personal greed · and avarice 

Lack of ethics in busine~s 

Insufficient governmental regulation 
and enforcement 

The moral decline of society 

The capitalist system 

The Yuppie mentality 

A Jewish background 

A Catholic background 

None of the above (vol.) 

Don't know/No answer 

.Note: All figures represent percent of total sample. 

1987 
February 

10 

3 -

1 

15 



Table 8 

Reported sympathy with Israel and with the Arab nations, by subgroup, in percent. 

·February 1987 

Not with ,Equally 
Arab either side with both Don't know/ 

Subgroup . Israel Nations · (vol.) sides(vol.) No answer 

Total ~~ ~ · 7% ~ 14% 
.... 

' 
Sex \ 

Males 50 10 22 6 11 
Females 46 7 23 8 16 

Age 
18-29 49 lO 23 5 · 13 
30-44 48 8 23 7 13 
45-59 45 6 26 9 14 
60+ 49 8 19 8 15 

Race 

EB· Whites 8 22 7 12 
Blacks 4 11 32 9 24 

Household In~orne 
$15,000 43 8 · ·23 7 19 
$15-24,999 51 · 8 23 6 12 
$25-34,999 

~ 
11 21 8 11 

$35,000+ 9 21 . 7 8 

Political Affiliation qp Democrats 9 25 7 13 
Republicans 9 17 6 13 

. 

Independents 3 . 7 . 26 10 14 

Political Philosophy 

~ -.Conservatives .. 8 22 6 13 
Moderates 8 24 9 . 15 
Liberals 48 11 22 8 10 

Education 
College 51 10 22 9 . ·a 
High School Graduates 50 8 22 5 15 

· Non-High Schqol Graduates 39 6 25 9 21 

. Occupation 
Executives/Prof esslonals 55 11 22 7 6 
White Collar Workers 47 -10 21 9 12 
·a1ue Collar Workers 44 6 27 5 17. 
Homemakers 49 - 8 19 10 14 

Religion 
7 15 Protestants 48 7 23 

Catholics 44 11 22 9 14 
.. ' . .. 

: 



Table 9 

Reported reliability of Israel as an ally, by subgroup, in percent. 

Subgroup 

Total 

~ex: 
Hales 
Females 

Age 
18-29 
30-44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race 
Whites 
Blacks 

. Household Income 
$15,000 
$15-24,999 
$25-34,999 
$35,000+ 

Political Affiliation 
Democrats 
Republicans 
Independents 

· · Political Philosophy 
Conservatives 
Moderates 
Liberals 

Education 
College 
High School Graduates 
Non-High School Gradua~es 

Occupation 
Executives/Professionals 
White Collar Workers 
Blue Collar ·workers 
Homemakers 

Religion 
Protestants 
Catholics 

Is a 
reliable ally 

49% 

57 
42 

46 
51 
52 
49 

51 
40 

. 39 
50 
49 
59 

48 
56 
44 

49 
48 
56 

61 
41 
40 

59 
48 
43 
47 

47 
49 

February 1987 

Is not a 
reliable .ally 

29% 

27 
32 

35 
29 
26 
26 

29 
36 . 

30 
29 
33 
27 

30 
27 
32 

31 
29 . 
28 

24 
36 
28 

25 
36 
31 
29 

30 
33 

Don't know/ 
No answer 

21% 

16 
26 

18 
20 
23 
25 

21 
24 . 

31 
21 
17 
14 

22 
16 
Z4 

20 
23 

" 16 

15 
22 
33 · 

16 
16 
26 
24 

23 
18 



Table 10 

Per.centage of respondents reporting th~t Israel is most to 
blame for ·the Iran-Contra sttuation, by subgroup. · 

Su~group 

Total' 

Sex 
Males 
Females 

Age 
.18-29 
3·0-44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race · 
Whit~s . 
Blacks 

Household Income · 
$15,000 
$15-24,9?9 
$25-34,999 
$35,000+ 

Political Affiliation 
Democrats 
Republicans 
I.ndep~ndent s 

· Political Philosophy · 
Conservatives 
Moderates 
Liberals 

EducatiQn 
. College . 
High Schoof Graduates 
~on-High . School Graduates 

Occupation 
Executives/Professionals 
Whlte Collar Workers 
Blue. Collar Wor~ers 

. Homemakers 

Religion 
Protestants· 
Catholics 

· February 1987 

Israel is most to bl~e 

5% 

6 
4 

4 
4 
5 
7 

5 
4 

7 
5 
4 
4 

· 4 
. 6 

4 

6 
4 
4 

s 
4 
5 

4 
4 
5 
3 

·4 
6 

. ; 

._. 
.... 

. · .;~ 

" .. 
;. 

.,, . 



Table 11 

Percentage of respondents who agree or disagree with the state
ment, "Most Amer leans Jews are more loyal to Israel than to the 
United States," by subgroup. 

Subgroup 

Total 

Sex 
Males 
Females 

Age 
18-29 
30-44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race 
Whites 
Blacks 

Household Income 
$15,000 
$15-24,999 
$25-34,999 
$35,000+ 

Political Affiliation 
Democrats 
Republicans 
independents 

Political Philosophy 
Conservatives 
Moderates 
Liberals 

Education 
College 
High School Graduates 

. Non-High School Graduates 

Occupation 
Executives/Professionals 
White Collar Workers 
Blue Collar Workers 
Homemakers 

Religion 
Protestants 
Catholics 

Agree 

24% 

27 · 
22 

23 
25 
22 
27 

24 
29 

23 
26 
25 
23 

25 
24 
23 

26 
·24 
20 

19 
26 
30 

22 
21 
27 
26 

26 
23 

February · 1987 

Disagree 

49% 

49 
50 ·. 

52 
52 
47 
45 

52 
34 

43 
46 
53 
59 

49 
54 
45 

48 
49 
57 

59 . 
48 
35 

60 
56 
40 ' 
50 

45 
52 

Don't know/ 
No answer 

26% 

25 
28 

25 
23 
31 
28 

25 
38 

34. 
28 
22 
18 

26 
22 
33 

26 
27 
22 

22 
26 
36 

1.8 
22 
34 
23 

29 
25 



· Table 12 

Percentage of respondents reporting that they believe Jews 
have too much power in··the United States, by subgroup. · 

· Subgroup 

Total 

Sex 
Males 
Females 

Age 
18-29 
30-44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race 
Whites 
Blacks 

Household Income 
$15 ,000 
$15-24,999 
$25-34,999 
$35,000+ 

Political Affiliation 
Democra~s 
Republicans 
Independents 

Political Philosophy 
Conservatives 
Moderates 
Liberals 

Education · 
College 
High School Graduates 
Non-High School Graduates 

Occupation 
Executives/Profess ion a ls 
White Collar Workers 
Blue Coliar Workers 
Homemakers· 

Religion 
Protestants 
Catholics 

February 1987 

Jews have too ~uch power 

. 7% 

10 
5 

5 
8 
8 
8 

7 
11 

7 
8 
8 

8 
7 
6 

8 
6 

·a 

s·. 
4 

10 
4· 

7 
8 



Table 13 

Reported amount of .reading and hearing about the Boesky insider 
trading scandal, by subgroup, in percent. 

Subgroup 

Total 

Sex 
Males 
Females 

Age 
18-29 
30-44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race 
Whit~s 
Blacks 

Household Income 
$15 ,000 
$15-24,999 
$25-34,999 
$35,000+ -

Politic.al Affiliation 
Oe111ocrats 
Republicans 
Independents 

· _Poiitical Philosophy 
· Conservatives 
Moderates . 
Liberals 

Education 
College 
High School Graduates 
Non-High.School Graduates 

Occupation 
Exec~tives/Prof essionals 
White Collar Workers 
Blue Collar Workers 
Homemakers 

Religfon 
.Prot~stants 

. Catholics 

A 
lot 

. 29% 

34 
24 

. 20 
27 
32 
39 

31 
19 

21 
26 
.32 
38 

28 
31 

·. 28 ' 

30 
28 
30 

38 
26 
16 

38 
28 
21 
23 

27 
28 

February 1987 

A 
little 

34% 

32 
26 

3~ 
38 
36 
26 

35 
31 

29 
37 

·36 
36 

35 
37 
32 

34 
36 

. 34 

40 
30 

. 31 

.38 
40 
32 
34 

36 
.32 

· PractiCally 
Nothing 

33% 

29 
36. 

42 
31 
27 
29 

32 
38 

42 
33 
28 
25 

32 
29 
3.6 

31 . 
.32 
32 

20 
39 
44 

22 
~9 
41 
41 

33 
35 

Don ' t know/ 
' No ~nswer 

4% 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
5 

3 
12 

7 
4 
4 
2 

5 
3 
4 . 

4 
4 
4 

2 
4 
9 

2 . 
·3 
7 
2 

4 
$ 



Table 14 

Percentage of ~espondents reporting that a Jewish background 
is most to blame for a_Boesky-type scandal, by subgroup. 

Subgroup 

Total 

Sex 
Males 
Females 

Age 
18-29 
30~44 
45-59 
60+ 

Race 
Whites 
Blacks 

Household Income 
$15,000 
$15-24,999 
$25-34,999 
$35+ 

Political Affiliation · 
Democrats· 
Republicans 
lnd~pendents 

Political Philosophy . 
Conservatives 
Moderates 
Liberals 

Education 
College 
High School -Graduates 
Non-High SchQol Graduates 

Occupation · 
Executives/Professionals 
White Collar Workers 
Blue Collar Workers 
Homemakers 

Religion 
Protestants 
Catholics · 

* Less than one half of one · percent. 

February 1967 

A Jewish Background 

1% 

1 
2 

1 
1 
2 
1 

2 
* 
1 
2 

2 
1 
1 

2 
* 
1 

1 
2· 
2 

1 
2 
2 
1 

2 
1 
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Turning for ~ minute to the situation 
in the Middle East~ at the present time 
do you find yourself more in sympathy 
with Israel, or more in sympathy with 
the Arab nations? 

CiID) 1985 1984 
'Y./ June Apr . / Jan. 

May -
Sympathies are: 

@ More with Israel 42\ 44\ 

More with Arab nations Q> 10 8 

Not sympathetic with 
either side (vol.) 19 23 21 

Sympathetic 
with·both 

equally 
sides (vol.) 8 11 12 

.Don't know 11 12 13 

~ 
~~·~ 

1'· 
Jt.J ~o 

Note: All figures represent percent of total sample. 

•t 
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Canada 

West Germany 

France 

Israel 

Egypt 

Jordan 

Syria 

l'm going to mention the names of some foreign countries. 
For each, I'd like you to tell me whether or not you think 

I . 

that country is or is not a reliable ally of the United 
States. First, (name country). 

June 1986 Apr./May J985 Jan. 1984 

Is a Is not ls a Is not Is a Is not 
reli- a reli- reli- a reli- reli- a reli-
able able Don't able able Don't able able Don't 
allr alll know ally ally know allr allr know 

90\ 4, 7t 90\ 3\ 7\ 91, 4' \ 6, 
61 . 22 17 . 63 18 19 65 16 19 

54 31 15 60 23 18 61 20 18 

(ii) (§) 17 .: 53 25 22 54 24 23 --31 43 26 35 33 32 37 31 33 

18 47 36 19 39 43 17 39 44 

4 72 25 8 52 40 7 61 : 32 

Note: All figures represent percent of total sample . 

fe..hr-vo.""\.. l~g? 
~ 

Is o.. ls. ,..ot f9,.:t 
rUfo.blt, 0.. rd.G{k. I It. . 
~ ~ ~t-t>· 

88 "lo ~7/o 8tr. 

b ( ,g ~ . , 
~ rl-7 .J.o 

GD~ 
J~ ·41 3l 
11 4~ 38 
b f,l ~3 
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(Respondent shown card) Which, if any, of 
the groups listed on this card do you be-
lieve have ~oo much power in .the United States? 

r . 
Just call off the letter in tront of the groups. 

'..;/ 1986 1985 1984 /q81 
June Apr./ Jan. ~ML')s May 

Business corporations 44\ 49\ 51% 'IJ.,,., 
Labor unions 44 45 so 3fk 
News media 40 42 so 38 
Arab interests 28 30 30 ),o 

Orientals 12 11 • /.2 
Blacks 11 13 13 11 

The Catholic Church 10 11 10 q 
Jews c:;> 8 8 

Hispanics 6 • 4 

None 7 6 

Don't know 7 6 6 

* Not asked. 

Note: All figures represent percent of total sample. 

.. ;, 
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Please tell me whether you ~gree or disagree 
with the following jtatement: Most American 
Jews are more loyal to Israel than to the 
United States. 

'\/ • 1986 1985 1984 
June Apr./ Jan. 

May 

Most American Jews .!!:! 

more loyal to Israel 
than to America --

Agree 24, 27\ 25\ 

Disagree 46 47 so 
' 

Don't know/no answer 31 26 25 

.• Asked of and based on one-half of the sample. 

Note: Figures represent percent of total sample, 
unless otherwise indicated. 

(i&7 
Fek~ 

J.4% 
4~11> 

:UC, i 



i. I'm going to mention the names of some foreign countries. For each, I'd like 
you to tell me whether or not you think that country is or is not a reliable ally 
of the United States. Pirst, (name country). (ASK ABOUT EACH ONE) 

Is Is not 
{eliable reliable Don't 

all~ all~ know 

a. Canada S~1.. 3-r. 
I• t ' p 

b. Syria b ll 'I-

.b 

c. west Germany ll ,g J.l 

d. Israel 4~ 
, . 

.,Li J,.1 

e. Egypt J.1 ~I 3i 
f. France 1)4 ;.7 J;J 

9• Jordan /'/ 4"1 ~& 

2. Turning for a minute to the situation in the Middl~ East, at the present time do 
you find yourself ~ in sympathy vith Israel, or ~ in sympathy with the Atab 
nations? 

More with Israel 

More with Arab nations 

Not sympathetic witb either side (vol.) 

Sympathetic equally vith both sides (vol.) 

Don't know 

8 

3. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD) Which, if any, of the 9roups listed on this card do you 
believe have too much power in tbe United State5? Just call off the letter in 
front of the 9r~ups. 

a. Business corporations ~J\ 

b. Arab interests Jo 
c .. Blacks t l 
d. The news aedia--TV and newspapet& 3& 
e. Jews 1 
f. The Catholic Churc)l ~ 

9. 01iental&--Chinese, Japanese, loreans, Vietnamese, etc. 1J-
h. Hispanics { 

i. Labor unions 3) 

None of these ~ 

Don't kno"' ~ 



' . . .. .. \,o· • 

4. Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: Kost 
American Jews are more loyal to Israel than to the United States • 

Agree 

Di~s:ee 

Doa' t know 

• 

5, As you probably know, in Noveaber of 1986 it was disclosed that the u.s. Govern
ment had sold weapons to Iran. Part of the profit frCllD these sales was used to 
help fund the contra Forces in Nicara'gua. This situation has caused a great deal 
of concern beth in the u.s. and abroad. 

Here is o list of individuals and groups said 
(HANO RESPONDENT CARD) Would you please read 
think is mos t to blame for tbe situation? 

to be involved in the sit..iation. 
down tbe liat and call off who you 

· ~ 

a. President Reagan 

b. Pres2dent Reagan 's advisors 

c. Lt. Cl>l. Oliver North 

d. Individ1.1al aras dealers 

e. Terrorists 

f. Saudi Arabia 

9· Israel 

h. Iran 

i. Nicarag;..a 

None of· the above (vol.) 

DOn't know 

.JjU 

4~~0 
Y7 
J..I 
I ~ , ... , 

4-f 

~ 
,~ 

8 
;)., 

/)., 

6. Here is a lis t of some things tlwlt have been in the news in recent months. 
(HANO RESPONDENT CARD) would yo@ read down the list, and for each one tell ae 
whether . it is something you twa~e read and heard a lot about, or a little about, 
or practically nothing about? First, (read item). (ASK ABOUT EACH ITEM) 

Fc.b.v--r~ ."\& 1 

a. !he proposed tr ill ion dollar 
federal budget President Reagan 
aubflitted to Cong r ess 

b. The U.S. sales of ·arms to Ir~n 
with the profits going to th·e 
Contras in Nicaragua 

c. The Ivan Boesky insider tradin<} 
scandal on Wall Street 

A 
lot -
3f'IQ 

l]~o 

J,~% 

A Practically 
little nothing 

4J.l}o 1110 

23?0 8/(i 

3'1 fc 33 ~.) 

Don't 
knov -

37" 

J1 

'{ 1o 
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7. Ivan Boesky, a leading Wall Street investment. banker, has been charged with 

•insider trading•. This means he used confidential information, not available 
to the general public, to buy up shares of stock in companies· about to be 
acquired by others. This illegal activity allowed him to sei1 back the shares at a 
much higher price, once the confidential information became public. 

There has been a great deal of discussion about the factors that lead to this type 
of scandal. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD) would you please read down the list and call 
off which, if a~y, of the factors you think is most to blame for this type o! 
scandal? ~~ 

,,, 
a. The capitalist system 

b. Lack of ethics in business 

c. The moral decline of society 

A Jewish background 

Insufficient governmental regulation 
and enforcement 

f. The Yuppie mentality 

g, A Catholic background 

b. Personal greed and avarice 

None of the above (vol.) 

Don ' t know 

• 

43 
JI 
• I 

J.~ 

J{ 
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Feb. 14 

Feb. 15 

Feb .- 15 

Feb. 17 

... 

Feb . 17 

Feb. 18 
I 

., ,. 

News Reportr Appearing in New York Times 
. . - .- . ----:-- . . 

and Washington Post duri.ng Period that 
Roper . Poll was .in Field (February 1·4-28, 1987} 

·Front F>.age news as l·,artin Sie.gel ·pleads guUty to 
. . · .. ·. . . 

cha_rges tha.t he parti'cipated i.n an infonnation . 
" . . 

swapp\ng and stock tradi.ng scheme. 

Rabin defends Israel •·s decision to ship arms to 

I ran 11 to try to open contacts with our enemies! 1.~· 

Washington Post story on Pollard as Israel's 
. master spy, 

I.srael Grossman, lawyer, arrested _on cha.rges of . . , •. 

steali_ng inside infonnation and passi.ng it. on to 

friends. . .... 

Shamir and Shultz di~agree ove~ usefulness of an 

international ~iddle East peaie conference. 

Shamir (in U.S.) and Congress agree on procedures . . . ' . . . 
of investigation of Israeli rol~ in rr~n-Contr~ 
·affair. · 

·Government ·prosecutors say Pollard d~alt a. very 
serious blow to nati'or:ial security . 

Dennis levi ne gets 2-year ja i1 tenn . 

Washington Post story on Israel •·s relationship 

wit~ South Africa vis-a-vis the O.s . Comprehen

sive Anti-Apartheid Act. 



" ..... 

Feb. 26 

Feb. 26 

Feb. 26 

Feb . 27 

Feb. 27 

Peres meets with Egyptian President Mubarak to 
discuss new idea for 9e~ting pe.ace talks started. 
Shamir disapproves. 

-
Release of Tower Commission Report. 

Analyses of Israel's role as described in Tower 
Commission Report. 

Rabin denies Tower Corranission claim that Israel 
had proposed sendi.ng military instructors to 
Nica~aguan rebels. 

Pollard claims that he was told by his contacts 
that his spy activities were approved at the 
highest levels of the Israeli government. 

2. 




